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COMES FROM
TURKEY

ivionaay, when, with the note of the
pcweis, it will be slmultatenosly issued

broadcast at Constantinople for the
infoi uiaiion of the public.
The delegates in London oi the Balkan allied
nations s v that it the forecast of the
Tuikish reply is confirmed by events
it, means a resuumption of the war.

Turkish Fleet Defeated
Athens, Greence, Jar. IS. Another
BADLY WHIPPED NATION
sea fight between the Greek and Turkabout SO
ish fleets occurred today
THAT POWERS DID
to
entrance
to
the
of
miles
the
south
NOT KEEP PROMISES.
the Dardanelles. The Greek, was vts-seattacked the Turkish squadron
WANTS TO GIVE UP NOTHING and forced the Ottoman warships to
retire to Dardanelles straits in disorTurkish flagship is said to
THE EUROFEAN NA- der, The
ASSERTS
have suffered considerably.
-

k

HAVE RIGHT TO SPOILS.

DOWNFALL

TROUBLE

mm

NOW JAMES B. PERRY PROB
ABLY IS SORRY HE DIDN'T

AND

tier-nian-

JUDGMENT

HER (iGOD

New York, Jan. 18v Although she
is one of the richest women in America Helen Miller Gould will confine

the expense of her wedding trousseau
to within $1,000. The latter iigure
was that set by Madeline Force, now
the widow of Colonel John Jacob
when she was niaried and it was
a shock to Fifth avenue modistes.
Many wealthy brides have spent ten
or twenty times this sum.
When Miss Gould marries Finley J.
her Tarytown home
Sheppard at
next Wednesday, she will be gowned
In ivory white, with satin and rose
point lace trimmings and with a court
train and a rose point veil. Miss
Gould's favorite colors are purple and
gray, and most of her trousseau Is
made up of these colors.
As-to-
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CALIFORNIA IN OHASP J Washington, Jan.

1

In

SNOW IN

Portland, Jan. 18. A mantle of
heavy, wet snow, the first of the winter, settled over Portland and the
Willamette valley last night, cutting
off for several hours practically all
wire communication between this city
and the outside world. Railroads operating out of this city reported all
trains arriving and departing practically on schedule time.
The total snowfall up to daylight
today was about seven Inches in the
city propar. Wire communication
was interrupted generally today.

Park City, Utah, Jan. 18. Park
City today is fearful of a snow Bllde
snow
Overhanging
catastrophy.
threatens to break loose and crash
down upon the town. Three slides
have occurred, one yesterday morning burying two men and a
team.
Alfred Thomas and Fred
Kummer were rescued, bruised but
PRINTER SHOOTS SELF.
alive, ten feet beneath the surface.
New York, Jau. 18. Joseph Tos-neKummer was found standing on his
30 years old, of Fifty-thirstreet,
head. One of the horses was killed. San
Francisco, a printer, shot and
avaWalter Mitchell escaped another
probably fatally wounded himself tolanche by lashing his team out of its
day while seated in a chair in the loo-bcourse.
of the Park Row station of the Illinois railroad.
PASSENGERS ARE SAVED.
ExpresB company travelers checks
Oporto, Portugal, Jan. 18 All the for $800 and a railroad ticket from
passengers and crew of the wrecked New York to Portland, Ore., were
Verenese vwere found in his pockets. He 7,'as unconBritish steamer
brought ashore today by means of life- scious when found and was removed
lines. It is not yet known how many to a hospital wnore the physicians
were drowned during the rescue.
said he would probably die.

Sau Francisco,
,:in. 18. Winter
gales and blinding snowstorms, landslides and snowslides blocked travel
today between
California and the
east, and between California and the
north. The Southern Pacific and the
Western Pacific both lost their wires
in the Sierras. Trains were late, they
lute they had no
knew, but how
means of learning.
At Keswick, Calif,, on the Shasta
Cfljliljll
The reply, HJ understood from the route, 80 fed. of limit was burled 25
us. tn
Kouri'o of Intot 'tuition, will
l)f fiit d i ji by ii i 'liurilido. At Amlor-wm- ,
(Milif., a ciir)i ttns unroofed
Htx llmtory oh tho uUmr jtoiita in
hud will hilinmli! 'I iir ;;
hi' llin wind, 'i wu whvn iA rain lull
k ruudlfiv-- r
i
hi , i to (
lOHii n
In i',l
itt jit (Pl)'i
ii
ft

three lived, is said to have betrayed
the alleged automobile bandits. She
is said to have telephoned the police
the information which led to the cap
ture of the youhg men. The woman
1b said to have
quarreled with Perry
over money matters.
Perry was steadfast today in his re
fusal to tell the names of his com
panions or give any clew to their
.
identity.
"I would rather hang than give my
pals away," he said.
Walter Ccott, the youth who was
with Terry, showed signs tf
weakening under police questioning,
hut denied having been associated
with Perry in any of the robberies.
The police believe that Scott was
chauffeur for the bandits.

TROUSANNOUNCES THAT HER
SEAU WILL COST NOT TO EXCEED THOUSAND DOLLARS

LANDS

SOURCE

CONFESSES

before the war, whatever the result
of the conflict might be. Now the
powers are making open allusions to
the possible loss by Turkey of Constantinople and some of the Asiatic
provinces.
"What reliance can Turkey place
on the powers' promise to exclude
all menace to the securtiy of Turkey when Europe has just given tangible evidence of how little hor promises are worth."
"With such evidence of European
sympathy," he added, "nobody co.ud
consider the Porte too exacting
it
asked for an explanation of what the
powers mean by 'moral and mate":al
support' so lavishly promised in the
ambassadorial note.
"The same can be said about the
powers' promise concerning the islands in the Aegean Sea. Even admitting for the sake of argument that
Turkey is ready to yield theao islands, how can she cede them to the
powers on this, the simple promise,
that their settlement will exclude all
menace to the security of Turkey,
wben Europe's promises mean so little?"
The greatest reserve is maintained
la
by the Turkish plenipotentiaries
regard to the note handed to the Ottoman government. All discussion oi
the merits of the document Is avoided
by them on the ground that the Porte
atone has all the elements for an ex
haustive judgment.
The delegates of the Balkan allies,
as a whole, are relatively satist'ioi
with the situation, but they do not
believe the end of the negotiations
Is near, as the Porte is not likely to
give a categorical answer to the nots
of the powers.
The Jreeks hope to be able to
to the
demonstrate
powers that
Greece can occupy the islands, giving
such guarantees as will secure the execution of the will of Europe, namsly,
to exclude all menace to the security
of Turkey In the future. The Montenegrin government in a long note
addressed to the powers today relative to the alignment of Albania,
declares that the annexation of Scutari, Ihek and Jakova by Montenegro
is necessary to that kingdom's security and political and economic development, and rather than renoun
this logical and natural aggrandiz-men- t
Montenegro
of its territory.
would prefer to disappear as a poli-cal factor In the Balkans.
Turkey Refuses to Yield
The Ottoman government's reply to
the note of the European powers,
which was presented to the Porte by
the ambassadors at Constantinople,
will lie a refusal to yield the fortress
of Adrlanople and the adjoining territory to the Balkan allies, accordin?
to a private dispatch received In London tills afternoon from the Turkish

INDIAN

MAN'S

CAUSED

GANG OF ROBBERS
OLD MURDER.
18.
Henry
Salt Lake City, Jan.
London, Jan. 18. Osman Nizami
Chicago, Jan. IS. Vengeance of a
Smith, a negro, surrendered himself
Pasha, Turkish ambassador to
to the police here today, saying ne woman scorned is said to have been
now here in connection with was
arguilty of murder and wished to responsible for the betrayal and
the peace negotiations, issued a stateconfessed
B. Perry,
rest
of
he
James
for
said
Smith
the
crime.
ment today bitterly arraigning the hang
killed Ike Portley, another negro, in leader of the automobile bandits, and
European powers for their attitude Houston, Texas, in November, 1902
his companion, Walter Scott.
in the joint note delivered to the
A woman with whom Perry had been
Porte.
on friendly terms for several years
"Four months ago," he said, "Eu- HELEN GOULD SHOWS
and with whom he quarreled a few
rope proclaimed its determination to
days ago, before the visit of the pomaintain the state of thing existing
ll e to the South side flat where the

l.Oi ju

Strategy; Find Oilier 8
Faults Before They
Find Ours

CITY EDITION

San urancisco, Jan. 18. Bids on
A
the assets of the wrecked California
Safe Deposit and Trust company
were advertised for today by Frank
OF
J. Symmes,' the receiver. Buyers
will have until February 20 to submit
their offers.' From five to ten per
cent, said the receiver today, 'is all
that remains in sight for the depositors at the sale. They have alreaay
SWEETHEART OF CHICAGO AUTO received one dividend of ten per cent. UNCLE SAM OIL COMPANY MAKES
Liabilities at the time of the failure
AGAINST SECRECHARGES
MOBILE BANDIT TIPPED HIM
were booker! at $9,000,000.
TARY OF THE INTERIOR
OFF TO THE POLICE
Promissory notes of John Tread-wel- l,
whose brother James was one
HE WAS PUT IN THE LOCKUP of the moving spirits in the company, accuses
unfairness
are listed among the assets at $1,028,-46-

RETURN AFFECTION
Constantinople Doubts Report
Constantinople, Jan. IS. The Turkish cruiser Hamiaieh, alter carrying
ATTITUDE
ISJEMARKABLE out a raid on the) Grek Island of HE "KEEPS HIS HEAD SHUT"
Smyrna, the commercial center of the
FAILS TO EXPLAIN WHETHER OR Cyclades in the Greek archipelago, ar- REFUSES TO GIVE THE NAMES OF
rived at Beirut today.
NOT THE VICTORS SHOULD
THE OTHER MEMBERS OF THE

on

Dally Maxim

18, 1913.

TO SELL ASSETS.

WOMAN SCORNED

TIONS PROMISED TERRITORY
WOULD NOT BE MOLESTED
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General

Belt-ra-

'commander of the Mexican federals at Vera Cruz, and Commander
Azneta. in charge of the arsenal
there, have been removed. Beltran
commanded the federal forces whicn
put down tlie uprising led by General Felix Diaz, now a prisoner in
Vera Cruz. Dispatches to the state
department tell gf rumors of a threatened revolt in Vera Cruz, having for
its object the release of Diaz, but
contain no reason for the removal of
Beltran and Azneta.
NOT SEEKING

TERRITORY.

Washington, Jan. 18. The presence of the naval collier Hannibal at
Cb'irlin In the Swan Islands In the
Caribbean sea northwest of British
Ilonduran, lias led to the report tlmt
the Uniled Slates la planning the ne
j ui tit
ju of oiio of tlm tbhuiiiis for n
nnviil letwii i:uiiii!iiii;nit tli 'film mn
Offh-lwli(..iy il. 'i lie ,ir
I
t
til luii'in
li.ry Ky,

i,

li;ii

i,r JVii.jiiiii

l.iiM'ii

More ipromissory
notes ranging
from $50 to $25,000, some supposed
to be good, more of them problematical, railroad, industrial, mining and
promition shares and bonds, and miscellaneous commercial
paper make
up the remainder.
The failure of the company, more
than four y'iirs ago, was a scandal
that shook 'the state. J. Dalzell
and general
Brown, vice president
manager, was Sentenced to 18 months
in San Qticntln, in the prosecutions
that follows
Hundreds of deposit- ors were lei m absolutely penniless,
Several comm.Hed suicide and others
ended in the ':;ane asylums.

DECLARES

HE HAS USED HIS

PO-

SITION TO HARASS INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATION

lands by fair means or fraud. The
evident purpose in coming here now
and presenting this petition to con
gress is to influence the election of a
new tribal council, which has been or
dered for next Wednesday, January

DECLARES

STRONG
HAS

CORPORATION

BEEN ENGAGED IN AN EFFORT
TO STEAL TRACTS

ran

22."
As to the charge that he had been
aiding the Standard Oil company in
trying to secure for that corporation
Osage oil land leases, Secretary Fishet

people'

APPROVAL

declared the reverse waB the case. Ah PRESS OF ALL FACTIONS IM
pipe lines, he said, had been prohib
FRANCE COMMENTS
FAVORited from bidding In the competition
ABLY ON NEW PRESIDENT
for these lands. Furthermore, the regulation provided that no company or
person could obtain more than 25,000 ENTIRE
CABINET
RESIGNS
acres, whereas the Uncle Sam Oil
acres and
company wanted 200,000
three individuals, supposed to be affi- AT REQUEST OF PRESIDENT FAL-LIERES MEMEERS WILL ACT
liated, he said, with the company, had
each applied for a like amount.
FOR A SHORT TIME
TO INCORPORATE

BACK

COMES

HE

POINCARE BEGIN

ACADEMY.

Washington, Jan. 18. The American Academy of Arts and Letters and
the National Institute of Arts and
Letters would be Incorporated under
two bills passed today by the senate.
Both measures were introduced by
Senator Lodge and in each case the
memoes me
ubi,
incorporators
prominent artists, sculptors, musl-clans and authors In the United
States. The membership of the academy would be restricted to 50 and
the institute would be limited to
250.
Both would have power to fill
vacancies in their memberships.

STICKS

CLOSE

EXECUTIVE-ELEC-

TO BUSINESS

KEEPS UP HI3
DUTIES AS PREMIER, GOING
TO WORK EARLY
T

Washington, Jan. IS. Charges that
fans, Jan. 18. The French cabinet
ministers formally resigned today as
Secretary Fisher attempted to coerce
a equei to yesterday's election oV
the' Osage Indians into leasing valuPremier Raymond Poincare as chief,
able oil fields to the Standard Oil
executive. President Fallieres requestby the
company and a counter-charged them to retain their portfolios untU
secretary that the Uncle Sam Oil
their successors had been chosen.
company attempted to acquire the
President-elec- t
BLOW
iields under circumstances which were
Poincare took his
coffe early, then went for a brick walk
proceedings by Attorthreatening
at a tiaie when few persons were
ney General Wickersham. were aired
TRUST t(5day before the house committee on HAY JOIN SWEETHEART about. Afterward he proceeded to the
Indian affairs.
foreign office where he work with two
Meanwhile, seven Osages, members
WHO PEIilSHEO AT SEA secretaries clearing up arrears of n;'
tional business.
HUMPHREY of the tribal council, who were removREPRESENTATIVE
ed on January 3, by Secretary Fisher,
The newspapers, even those profesWOULD EXCLUDE ITS VESEXPLOSION
OF
BEACON LAMP
SELS FROM THE CANAL.
because, he said, it was found they
sing monarchist and clerical sentiKEPT BURNING 40 YEARS
had been "unduly influenced" in mak
ment, comment on Poincare'a election,
MA-KILL JOHN MILLER.
reto
18
Sam
Uncle
The
the
first
Jan.
lease
with favor and wita a unanimity uncompany,
Inga
Washington,
went to the district supreme court
sult of the investigation of the
Salt Lake City, Jan. 18. John Mi- precedented in French politics.
President Falliers today .'invited
shipping trust by the house and got a mandamus calling on the ller
lies dying in a weal hospital as
merchant marine committee appeared secietary to show cause next Tuuesday
Aristide Briand, the minister of justothe result of the explosion early
today as a bill by Representative why they should not be reinstated. Certice, to form a cabinet in succession
of a lamp which he kept burning
day
oar
v
to
Sam
to the retiring Poincare minister.
to
the
Uncle
tain
leases
company
Humphrey
Wasnington,
to guide a sweetheart to the home
from the Paul- ?. canal all American have been thrown out by the secreThe president, following the usual
or foreign - 1; fii "combines and tary and a blV Is now pending in the he had prepared for her.
custom, consulted witH Antonio
3;.- ,uv
The lamp was kept in a window as
and Paul Deschanel,. president
bo;ia. lo coieusl'
.pi r"tvr- to v-a beacon beckonias" flic' way for "the
'
hC?e
told
the
Witnesses
committee date them.
of the senate and 'f resident" of th.sv
from Sweden, who, though
that pract.?ally all vessels in the
chtmbsr of deputies, respectively, beAlbert "Wilson, representing the Un- girl
at sea on her way to meet fore
drowned
American Atlantic coastwide trade cle Sam company, in a brief, declared
offering the task to Briand. AfMiller 40 years ago, has never ceased
ter a talk with Fallieres, Briand reoperate in agreement, and that the that the "Standard OH company Is "ento exist for him. The lamp was surforeign lines in trade between New deavoring to block the efforts of the
plied that he would consult his politatYork and South America, South Afri- Uncle Sam company to secure this rounded by paper roses and in
ical friends and give the president a
to extinguish the flames
the lease because the Uncle Sam company tempting
ca, Australia, Japan, China,
definite answer tomorrow.
was
he
terribly burned.
Briand's attitude is assumed generPhilippines and India have rate and could then become a competitor oi
date
rebate
and
to favor his acceptance of th
agreements
the Standard Oil company subsidiaries
sailing
ally
OLD BROKER DEAD.
and pooling agreements.
e,
in the field.
Either Leoa B.
premiership.
New York, Jan. 18. Stephen Van
"The "evidence already produced
minister of labor, or Stephea
"But the Uncle Sam company," he Cullen
White, Wall Street broker, faat these hearings," declared Repre- continued, "has been harassed by evPlnchon,
of foreign afknown as "Deacon" White, a
miliarly
as
he
sentative Humphrey today,
will be asked to the forelga
pre ery device known to the oil trust and
fairs,
sented the bill to the house, "had ful- has met with the constant, persistent, former friend of Henry Ward Beech-e- r portfolio in the new ministry.
and for many years treasurer of
ly demonstrated that the foreign unreasonable and unwarranted opposithe historic Plymouth church of
comour
which
carry
steamships
tion of the Interior edpartment.
BIG GARRISON NEEDED.
Brooklyn, died today, s He was a picmerce are guilty of every charge
"The secretary of the. Interior, for
Jan. 18. a garrison
Washington,
finand
noted
in
the
figure
made against them. The United the purpose of Intimidating and coerc- turesque
'
won and lost of 25,000 men will be necessary to
ancial
he
where
district,
States is a mere
way station for ing the Osage Indians into electing
several fortunes through attempts to guard the Panama canal, Colonel Goe-tha- ls
these foreign-ownelines and the a new council which will obey his
tola the house naval affairs
run in corners "in stocks."
freight and passenger rates charged instructions, has published and causcommittee
today. .Under present
"Deacon" White was born in Chatfrom thhs country to other parts of ed to be published statements intiham county, orth Carolina, in 1831, plans, congress would provide for a
the world are fixed in Europe. The mating that many of the Indians
but had lived in Brooklyn since the garrison of only 8.000 men.
evidence also has developed the fact would be arrested or Indicted upon
"Once we lost control of the sea
civil war.
that these foreign combines intend tl. some charge because they were In
in a war," he said, ' we would have to
monopolize and control the trade favor of the leases to the Uncle Sam."
depend upon the
MAN SCARED TO DEATH.
garrison ou the
through the Panama canal."
"The stockholders of the Uncle Ontario, Cal., Jan. 18. Fright, the zone. At least 25,000 men would ha
Sam Oil company bave fought a long,' coroner believes, killed George Rem- needed to properly guard the canal."
Colonel Goethals lauded the work
POOR OLD CASTRO.
hard fight against the machinations ington, a Lob Angeles business man,
New York, Jan. 18. The freedom of the oil trust. The oil trust has found dead last night at the wheel of done by the marines In the cffial
which Cipriano Castro desired to en- had tho advtange of having the as- his auto. The tracks left by the ma zone and urged the retention of a
joy while the department of com- sistance of a former president, cabinet chine showed it. had skildded on the considerable force of marines there.'
merce and labor was considering his officers, the postofflce department the muddy road and the coroner believes Hi3 statement that the canal count
right to enter this country was de- interior department some federal Juds- - Remington scarcely had brought it to llaiW he held if the United States
nied him today. Federal Judge Holt es, a federal districtu attorney ana a B(op Wjtn two wheels in a ditch lost control of the spa aroused much
refused to grant an application for many other lesser federal officers, but wnen his heart ceased to beat. The interest In the committee and later
the Venezuelan's release on bail.
they have fought the fight to estab-- i autopsy showed heart failure due to In the day Representative llobson c
action
no
Holt
said
Alabama, urging provision for a largthat
lish
the company as a genuine, iu de- nervous shock.
Judge
er army In the debate on the military
should be taken on the question of pendent oil company and actual bona
bail until Secretary Nagel has had a fide competitor of the oil trust."
appropriation bill, quoted Colonel
to
the
at length.
TEXAS
reasonable time to consider Castro's
Fisher
TO
OBJECTS
replied
Secretary
appeal from tub action of the local charges. He said:
SHAFER TO RETIRE.
"I regard an attack from the Uncle
immigration authorities. If this apDELAYED--TiLTLos Angeles,
peal was denied, the court said, the Sam Oil company as a badge of hon- Cal., Jan. IS. Ajt
application for bail and for a writ or. It is conclusive recognition .of
Sharer, utility infielder last year for
of habeas corpus might be renewed. the fact that I have effectively check- FILES SUIT AGAINST GULF, COLO- the New York Nationals, mailed an
ed the attempt of this concern to acRADO AND SANTA FE RAILunsigned contract today to Manager
'
Iflulre
an immense oil field belonging
JlcCraw, despite the fact that it conTO PENSION HEROES.
WAY COMPANY.
circumunder
tained a substantial raise in salary.
Indians
to
18.
the
Retirement
Osage
Washington, Jn.
with pay in the life saving service stances which have been investigated
Austin, Jan. 18. Suits aggregating Shafer said he believed tho automowould be provided by a bill passed by a special agent for the Indian of- approximately $700,000 for alleged bile business paid better than
but added that if McGraw "ctnw
today In the senate. After 30 years' fice. As a result of this report I failure to run a train on advertised
service officers and men might re- removed the entire tribal council and schedule time, were tiled la the dis- through" ho might
bis detire at 75 per cent of their active referred the report to the attorney trict court here yesterday by the termination to quit baseball. Frai
salary. They would get an income of general, who will take appropriate ac- state of Texas against the Gulf, Colo- Snodsrass,' tbe Giant's outrfeldor, baa
not received his contract m vet.
10 per cent tor every five years in tion just as noon as he can decide rado and Santa Fe Railroad company.
The train in the operatoln of which
active service, Retirement would be what tho action should be.
; tlse Btate
"Tho Uncle Sum Oil company,
permitted at the ago of CI. The Oill
charpes delay occurred, ia
LRASnCAK TO CUT.
now jroen to tfin houtse.
bocii turned down all alous the No. c fiuin (;..;
.uio tj r. ;v, . Fivj
Lai Aicc!( ', C .i ,
;
line from tho superintendent of the tiioi.it ,ir 1 d !: i! 3 i r '1, y f ir 1 M d i; t "Kt-ty- .
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IN PECCABICU
CASE
TRIAL IN UNITED STATES COURT
AT ALBUQUERQUE
IS UNUSUALLY INTERESTING.

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. IS.

Ex-

pert witnesses for the plaintiff testified In the United States court today In the case ot Frank Peecarich
"
Fuel
versus the
the
which
in
plaintiff asks
company,
damages for $15,000, for Injuries alleged to have been sustained while
In the employ of the defendant company in a mine at Gibson, August
Victor-America-

n

12, 1909.
V. S.

Patterson, general asent In
New Mexico and Arizona for the
Equitable Life Assurance society, was
permitted to testify as an expert on
a ruling by Judge Pope, after counsel

for the defense had sharply objected
to the introduction of any such testimony as It was apparent the attorneys for the plaintiff desired to submit to the Jury.
Mr. Patterson was on the stand
SO minutes and In substance testified
that Peecarich, the Injured miner,
case, should live
plaintiff in the
s
thirty-seveand
years, the
estimate heing based on the American Experience Table of Mortality,
used by all old liue insurance companies. Peecarich Is now 27 years
old and claims to have sustained a
broken back and other injuries as the
result of negligence on the part of
the defendant company.
Dr. J. F. Pearce qualified as a medical expert and was permitted to testify as to Peccarlch's physical condition. Dr. Pearce testified that Peecarich will be a cripple all his lite:
that the nower part of his body will
never be of much use a.catn, but that
be may use his arms, provided he
does not have to stand on his feet.
Thomas Leaden, a mining expert of
Gallup, was the third witness for the
plaintiff today, testifying as to many
technical matters In connection with
the operation of a mine, his testimony tending: to show the manner in
which JVcca,'icn became injured.
n

four-tenth-

NEWS FROM

THE CAPITAL

bridge ar that place, which work will
guard against future overflows.
The pile driver used at Kspanola
will be shipped to Bernalillo county
where work is now being put forward
near the Barelas steel bridge for protection.
Protective work for the San Antonio bridge In Socorro county and
work on the river bank protection at
Las Cruces will also begin within a
week, and In a few days similar work
will be started in Sandoval and Valencia counties. Dikes or levies" are
already completed at Socorro, San
Marclal and Pena Blanca. The total
appropriation made by the legislature
for bridge and river protection was
between $18,000 and $19,000. Of this
amount some $5,000 was apportioned
to Taos, Rio Arriba and Santa Fe
counties, and $2,250 apiece will be
expended in Sandoval, Bernalillo, Valencia, Sierra, Socorro and Dona Ana
counties. The most thorough and
substantial work possible Is beln?
done with the amount of money used,
which will Insure not only the H'e
and stability of seteral bridges but
protect the property on several water courses that has heretofore been
exposed to danger from inundation!
State engiu-er'S. S. Carroll, ot
office, left last night for Albuquerque and other points to look after bridge and river protection work,
which is under his efficient diicction
G. A. Gray, assistant engineer of
the U. S. geological survey, returned
to Santa Fe last evening. Mr. Cray
has been in Washington, D. C. on
business and was joined in Chicago
by Mrs. Gray who has been visiting
He ias
friends In Madison, Wis.
charge of stream gauging and water
resource investigation in this ats'-i- rt

te

s

The cases growing out of demands
of the depot at
Haranea and Trea fiedras are still
in the hands of the supreme court,
which body awaits a brief from Attorney General, Clancy on the matter.
The first annual report of the corporation commission upon which the
commissioners have been working
will' be finished in about 30 days
and submitted to the governor and
the legislature. The report will be
a complete one and will show the
status of all corporations in the
state.
Most complete file cases for compiling freight tariffs of the respective
railroads of the state are now Installed in the commission's offices
and the public is invited to call at ,
any time when desiring to gain infor--j
mntlon on the subject and examine
the rate reports.
Seventeen prisoners Discharged By
Commissioner

Dunlavy.

Before United States Commissioner
M. T. Dunlavy 16 prisoners were discharged last week. They were men
who were convicted in the federal
court before Judge Pope on the
charge of selling liquor to Indians.
The cases were mostly from near
Dawsoa. The men were sentenced
October 12, 1912, to 60 days in the
penitentiary and fined $100 each. In
default of fines and costs they had to
serve 30 days extra, which sentence
expired and resulted in their release
January 9.
Their names are as follows:
Rafael Rodriguez, Fermln Augul-ano- ,
Juan Ortiz, Gregono Gaudara,

Gxegorio Arona, Xicolas Zamorifi, A.
French, William Foster, P. A. Tschu-dy- ,
Robert Smith, Juan Lente, Sabino
Cisneros, J. K. Grain, Thomas Ilar-klnMerced Tanas, Paul Seifert.
of New Mexico.
C. J. Emerson, of the state engiIrwin Fearing, also a federal prisneer's office, returnd this week Irom oner, convicted before Judge Pope,
was sena trip to Fort Sumner and Albuquer- for robbing a postoffioe,
In tenced on
to serve
1912.
has
been
Mr.
busy
Emerson
que.
February 14,
the capacity of acting engineer In tno one year and 30 days extra for nonabsence of G. A. Gray, and looking payment of fine and costs. Owing to
a deduction of time from his senafter both field and office wor.
Lots of Work Being Done By Corpo- tence for the days he was in jail prior to sentence his time expired, and
ration Commission.
he was released by Commissioner
A table of comparison of rates or
all commodities hauled by the 13 rail- Dunlavy last Monday, the 13th.
roads is being compiled by the corporation commission, which, will be NOT SALTS, AND
submitted to the interstate commerce
PILLS.
"CASCARETS."
commission sometime in the not distant future. The atate body will
Constipated, Bilious, Headachy,
meet the national commission perStomach Sour, Take a
haps at Denver, or possibly at WashCasciret
ington, the place ot meeting not having yet been determined.
You men and women who can"t get
The corporation commission nas isfeeling right who have headache,
mileage
sued an interchangeable
coated tongue, foul ta&e and foul
book good on all railroads operating
dizziness, cart sleep, are
breath,
out
is
gotten
in the state. The book
nervous
and vpsft, bothered with
in two forms, a 30 and $75 book. The
a
disordered stomach, oi
sici;,
gassy,
Janrailroads are given 60 days iroaa
ac- have backache and feel worn out
to
in
which
10
10,
to
March
uary
Are you keeping your bowels clean
cept the new book, and as its issuconCascarets or merely forcing a
with
and
benefit
ot
mutual
is
ance
venience to the public and the rail- passageway every few days with salts,
roads there is little fear of objec- cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
tions being raised in any quarter.
important
Chairman Hugh II. Williams and
Cascarets work while you
bil-iu-

4

ed to take place as aforesaid, the
members of the two houses shall convene in joint assembly and the journal
of each house shall then be read, and
if the same person has received a
majority of all the votes in eacl
house, he shall be declared duly
elected senator. But if the same
house.
person has not received a majority
of the votes in each house, or if either
The Burg Resolution
Mr. Burg's resolution was as fol- house has failed to take proceedings
as required by this section, the joint
lows:
Whereas, the constitution of the assembly shall then proceed to choose
vote of each member
United States provides that congress by a viva-voc- e

Xow, Therefore, Be It Resolved by
the house of representatives of the
first legislature of the state of Ne-Mexico, the Benate concurring, that
the members of the senate and house
of representatives meet in joint session in the hall of the house of representatives on Tuesday, the 21st day
of January, 1913, and proceed to bal- -'
lot for a person for senator in
for the state of Xew Mexico
to fill a vacancy occurring in the representation of the state of New Mexico, in the senate of the United States

may make regulations as to the time
aud manner of holding elections for
senators to represent the several
states in the congress of the United
States, and it appearing that the con--!
gress by act of July 25th, 1S66, chap- -

March

them denied any ambition along that
line at this time.
This wos the situation yesterday when Mr. Burg presented his resolution for the election next Tuesday
and the situation has changed
since this little document was
sprung upon the not unsuspecting
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A CLEVER
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INNER

ATTEMPTS TO PUT THE LEGISLATURE IN "A HOLE" REGARDING SENATORSHIP

j

e
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4, 11)13.

Refered to the committee on

UP.

Readers Can No Longer Doubt
the Evidence.
Again and again we have read of
strangers in distant towns who hare
been cured by this or that medicine.
But East Las Vegas' pertinent question has always been "Has anyone
here in East Las Vegas been cured?"
The word of a stranger living a hundred miles away may be true, but it
cannot have the same weight with us
as the word
of our own citizens,
whom we know and respect, and
whose evidence we can so easily
prove.
O. L. Gregory, 214 Grand avonue.
East Las Vegas, X, M., says: "Doan'e
Kidney Pills; procured at the Center
Block Pharmacy, have been used In
my family with satisfactory results. I
can cheerfully recommend this preparation as one that lives up to representations.''
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburC, Buffalo, X.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Boan's and
take no other. Adv.
Optic
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present, a person for senator, and the
person who receives a majority of all
the votes of the joint assembly, a
majority of all the members elected
to both house being present and voting, shall be declared duly elected. It
ter 215, 14 stat, L. 213, provides asjno person receives such majority on
the first day, the joint assembly shall
fellows:
Sec. 14 When Senators are Elected meet at 12 o'clock meridian of each
The legislature of each state whicn succeeding day during the session of
is chosen next preceding the expira- the legislature, and take at least one
tion of the time for which any sena- vote until a senator is elected.
Before
tor was elected to represent such state Sec 16 Vacancy Occurring
in
Meeting of Legislature
congress shall, on the second
Whenever on the meeting of the
Tuesday after the meeting and organ
ization thereof, proceed to elect a legislature of any state a vacancy ex-- !
ists in the representation of such
senator in Congress).
Mode
of Election
Sec, 15
Such election shall be conducted in shall proceed, on the second Tuesday
the following manner: Each house after meeting and organization, to
vote of elect a person to fill such vacancy, in
shall openly, by viva-voceach member present, name one per- the manner prescribed in the precedson of senator in congress from such ing section for the election of a senstate, and the name of the person ator for a full term.
so voted for, who received a major- Sec. 17 Vacancy During Session o.l
Legislature
ity of the whole number of votes cast
Whenever during the session of the
in each, house, shall be entered on the
journal of that house by' the clerk legislature of any state a vacancy ocor secretary thereof; or if either curs in the representation of such
house fails to give such majority to state in the senate, similar proceedany person on that day, the fact shall ings to fill such vacancy shall be had
be entered on the journal. At 12 on the second Tuesday after the legiso'clock meridian of the day following lature has organized and, has notice
ihat on which proceedings are requir- - of such vacancy.

Santa Fe, X. M., Jan. IS. Actuated
possibly by the pious motive of helping the republican party in the elee
tion of a United States' senator and
solving the situation caused by the
failure of Governor McDonald to sign
Senator Fall"s credentials for the term
beginning March 4 next, Representa
tive John Baron Burg, progressive of
Bernalillo
yesterday incounty,
troduced house Joint resolution Na 2.
House Resolution Xo. 2 quotes Unit
ed States statutes governing the elec
tion of United States senators and provides that on Tuesday, the 21st day
of January, the senate and house of
representatives shall meet in joint session and proceed to the election of a
senator.
The adoption of this resolution
ought to settle the senatorial controversy, and doubtless would have
this effect save for a few trifling errors w hich were allowed to creep into
it, probably due to the carelessness of
But this does not
a stenographer.
worry Mr Burg. He Is doing the best
he can to expedite, legislation asd to
promote harmony in the house, and he
points out somewhat pleasantly that
the majority party must adopt his resolution or be put in a uasty hole. On
the one hand, if they fail to adopt
the resolution, says Mr. Burg, there
can be no election of a United States
senator. If they do pass it the election of Judge Fall is repudiated and
the stand taken by the legal advisor to
the governor is endorsed.
The resolution after being read in
English, was referred to the house
committee on judiciary, wheer it now
rests. It is said to be just possible,
however, that when the resolution
emerges from the committee, it may
be slightly altered as to fornx
For one thing, several of the members of the committee are in favor of
changing the date upon which the bal
loting for senator is begun. In its revised form the resolution will call for
an election on January 2S, which is
the date as requiTf1-- by law, that is
to say the secoiui Tuesday after the
meeting and o?Jricll7r! Of the

Another change, a is said, will be in
the language of the concluding paragraph of the resolution. This, in its
final form, will probably commence!
w ith the declaration that Judge Fall
i
was legally elected during the last
sion. and that the legislature stands
sleep; by its former action. Owing to the
Commissioner O. I-- Owen returned cleanse and regulate the stomach, re- fact, however, that Governor McDon
last week from a trip over tie Colo- move the sour, undigested and fer- ald has seen lit to withhold his sigsenator's credentials
They
rado and Southern railroad.
menting food and foul gases; take tie nature from the
were met at Trinidad by General Su- excess bile from the liver and
to remove all possibility of a conaad
carry
perintendent Welsh and went over out of the system all the constipated troversy when the senate is reorganized after March 4 the legislature of
the southern portion of the road. Bet- waste matter and
poison in the intester train service between Texline
Xew Mexico deems it wise to formally
tines and bowels.
and Trinidad and the erection of a
its action of fast session by anA Cascaret tonight will straighten ratify
p
and
election.
shipping
other
passenger depot
box
out by morning a
form at Greenville. Union county also you
All this has been practically decided
the installment of telephone serocc from any drug store will keep yonr
.
and it is as certain as anything
stomach sweet; liver and bowels reghas now been arranged for.
can be iu a Xew Mexico legislature,
The commission has issued re ular and head clear for months. Dont that the member will vete as they
Casquests for flag siops on trains Xos. forget the children. They love
voted before, and that a majority oi
9 and lit. at Aden, Don Ana county, carets because they taste good do them will be found in the Fall column
on the Southern Pacific railroad. The cood never sripe or sicken. Adv. when the vote is counted.
changes were asked for by citisens
Senator Fall has been in Santa Fe(
of that vicinity, and a bulletin com
WESTERN GOLF ASSOCIATION
the past several days, and while
for
plying with the request Is expected to
Cbicijro, .Ian. IS The controlling he declines to taik for publication,
be issued shortlv.
powers for the game of golf through- doesn't hesitate to declare that he has
out a large section of the country never felt the
slightest anxiety as to
Hotel
rounded up at the
his position in the senate after March
MRS. McGiLL
this afternoon and began the transac- 4, and this
despite the somewhat
tion of business in connection, with the
rumors ccrrcnt over the sen- alarming
BROKE
DOWN Snnnal meetig of the Western Golf j atorship.
Meet.
association. Clubs from Pittsburgh to
The popular rucor was to tne
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Santa Fe, X. M., Jan. IS. Captain
Fred Fornoff, of the mounted police,
last evening returned from Kansas,
bringing with him w. W. Cole, who
is charged with larceny of Ihe stock.
"Charles Cole, the other brother, who
was arresfed at the same time was
turned over to the Oklahoma officers
who had a warrant for tiim charging
him with murder," said Captain For
noff. "and they put up a fi.cht against
extradition both before the governor
and In the Wichita courts, but the
requisition papers I carried with me
were honored and V. W. Cole was
turned over to me. The Oklahoma officers had such a good ease arainst
Charlie Cvle that it was decided to
turn him over to that state on tne
murder charge. The Coles recently
bought out the tar bam in this city,
Governor and Staff Attend Inaugural
Adjutant General H rooks is makins
arrangements for the attendance of
the governor and his staff at the inWilson
auguration of President-elec- t
at Washington, March 4. Unless
Governor McDonald is detained here
on account ot legislative and executive hu&ir.esa. XpW Mexico will be
handsomely and ably represented on
that occasion.
Certificates Issued; State Board Will

18, 1913.
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Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G.

Ilaydoo

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President

Vice

Treasure

Interest PeJd on Deposits
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Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind hts
statements,
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at atake
He beKeves in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to mafce
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in beirg suspicious of unadvertised goods, be"
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
tnsy have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

Always Pays

to Cuy

Advertised Goods
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ENGLISH

FADS AND
FASHION?

TO

in the extenNew York, January 18. The recent is so clearly manifested
manifests
also
use
sive
Invigof
furs,
costly
cold snap has had a decidedly
materials
used
market
season
itself
this
the
in
fur
the
orating effect upon
and has brought out an incredibly for gowns and suits, in the trimmings
and employed and the accessories required
large number of fur garments
of
accessories of every description. It to complete a stylish outfit. Some
are
new
for
the
materials
not
extremely
many
is quite safe to say that
so much in l.eautiful and, many of them at least
years have furs teen
and it quite serviceable.
season
this
are
as
they
vogue
assertion
One of the new materials, which
the
make
to
is equally safe
kind
of
a great vogue the spring
furs
of
every
promises
that the prices
in
have never been so high as they are stason is silk ratine. It is seen
and
colors
of
an
merely
not
endless
does
apply
this
variety
now. And
shades and lends itself wonderfully
to the rare kinds of pelts.
animals are becoming exceedingly well to the making of gowns and
scarce and some of them, once quite frocks. There is every probability
will
plentiful, have become almost extinct. that silks of every description
comtheir
worth
the
fashionable
be
are
almost
during
Their skins
highly
weight in gold and only the very ing spring and summer seasons, and
wealthiest of women are in a position the importers and dealers are pre
to afford them
paring to place an enormous quantity
But the rapidly increasing scarcity of silks, many of them washable, on
animals has long ago led the market Crepe de Chine, either
of
of the furs of ani- plain or brocaded, is also highly fashutilization
to the
mals which, 15 or 20 years ago, no ionable at present and promises to
fur dealer would have dared to put retain its popularity through the com
in the market and which would have ing season and perhaps to the early
found no sale even if they had been summer, when it will probably be
offered at that time. It was sheer supplanted in tho favor of fashionable
necessity which led to the extensive women by some of the lighter silka.
use of the skins of rats, cats, moles,
White is extremely fashionable this
squirrels and other small animals winter and so are all light maerials.
which formerly were not hunted for There seems to be no grade between
Their skins, at least not to any great black and intensely
dark shades.
extent. It is true, that the skins of Black is still worn to a great extent
squirrels and moles have been used heavily touched in white, and navy
for trimming purposes and for small blue is also popular. Yet for effective
fur neckpieces, etc., for a great many afternoon functions or for morning
years, but not until in comparatively weddings nothing seems so pretty as
recent years did anybody ever think the light tones now in vogue.
cloaks
of fashioning entire
Young girls no longer cling as much
skins.
small
to pure white as they used to. A deb
these
coate
from
and
There is a great deal said and writ- utante wears a .white frock to her
ten about the hlKh cost of living, but first party, it is true, but white selfit is a remarkable fact that notwith trimmed now looks faded and dry. The
standing the tremendous increase in tone that young girls now delight in
com- for their
first season's wardrobe is red
the coBt of furs, even of the
woin its different young stages, ruby,
monest kinds, furs are used by
men of the present day more than watermelon, Chinese rose, in fact, all
fashion. the soft dyes, absolutely putting aside
fvpr before in the history of
The price paid for a full length coat bard, old shades, such as crimson, ver.
of good quality sealskin 25 years ag6 million, or scarlet. These tones,' alwould not buy a short jacket of skunk ready light, are still further lightenat the present time. Yet one may ed by being draped over cream or
see fur coats of every length, size, white satin.
Mousseline de soie seems essentialdescription! and pelt everywhere, even
on women who do not impress one as ly to belong to the young girl for the
heing particularly blessed with the evening, mousseline draped over soft,
riches of the world.
shimmering silk or satin. For some
Many women, who wish to follow reason or other older women look betfashion to a reasonable extent, but ter when tulle illusion is employed
ere wise enough to realize their finan- over satin. Older women, -- too, are
cial limitations, make a compromise wearing satin brodace a good deal this
fashion by wearing coats or season, touched in velvet of the same
cloaks of some rough and heavy ma- tne if the dress be of color, and If
terial for protection against the cold it be white, then a velvet or brocade
and to gratify their desire to be in of a harmonlzirj contrasting tone is
the swim, trim their protecting gar- effectively put together.
ments with any one of the handsome
In trimming young girls' dresses a
furs which may be had in the form of great many small, colored roses
strips for that specific purpose. This
usually of chiffon are seen. Bright
economic use of furs materially re- blue velvet sashes, edged with small
duces the cost of outer garments and silk roses, are used for lingerie toiyet permits them to be quite hand- lettes.
some and attractive and In keeping
The lingerie dresses just beginning
with the dictates of fashion.
to be shown in the shops frequently
For outdoor use, especially where have the fullness of their skirts taken
fcood service is required, long coats of up In hand-rutucka
or
Some of the new square collars on
heavily corded English corduroy
some of the heavy blanket materials linen dresses are fitted smoothly to
are excellent and, if trimmed with the shoulders, and the little ties are
some rough kind of fur, they are quite of linen.
handsome. For more dressy occaFashion authorities say that in the
sions such coats may be of velvet, spring will, be seen millinery flowers
velour or the finer grades of corduroy of colored tulle, with tiny pearls and
und trimmed with more dressy furs stones for petals.
and passementerie.
Soft little handmade hats of 'crepe
Of course, women who need not de Chine veiled with net and having;
to be economical in buying their win brims composed of flowers, will be
ter outfits, have a large variety of worn at the southern resorts.
the most beautiful furs to choose
.FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
frcm. For long coats they do well to
select some of the lighter furs, like
Persons troubled with partial paramole skin, while for short coats, the lysis are oPen very much benefited
the affected
parts
weight of which need not be consid- by massaging
when
applying Chamberthoroughly
ered, some of the heavier pelts may lain's
This liniment also
Ljniment.
be used.
relieves rheumatic pains. For sale by
The tendency to extravagance which all dealers Adv.
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Strong and Durable
Give steady, bright light.
Easy to clean and rewick.
Don't blow out in the wind.
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CONTINENTAL

Conditions.

Easy to Light
Don't Smoke.
Don't Leak.
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York, January 18. .When form- vlan vehicles furnished quite a sener Governor Dlx left his office at the sation. Without any warning the two
expiration of his terra he left behind horses hitched to one of these cars
him a record the stench of which still bolted and, trailing the broken harcontinues to irritate the nostrils of the ness, ran away. The two animals racpublic. His flagrant abuse of the par- ed furiously along the water front,
doning power, In emulation of the narowly escaping collisions with the
New1

ALBERT,

OF THE KING,
HIS FATHER'S LOVE
OF THE OCEAN,
SON

Interesting memories are recalled to the older generation by the announcement today of
the departure of Prince Albert, the
king's second son, on bis first sea
cruise as a cadet in jthe royal navy.
It is now almost 35 years since King
George, who at that time was a second son, as is Prince Albert now, departed from these shores on his
three years' voyage around
the globe. He accompanies his elder
brother, the late Duke of Clarence,
who was then the heir presumptive
to the throne. The two princes were
on the Bacrated as midshipmen
chante, commanded by Admiral Earl
of Clanwllliam. Under these auspices the Duke of Clarence and
Prince George saw for the first time
the West Indies, South America, Australia, Japan, China and other parts
.
of the world.
Prince Albert, also a "sailor
prince" like his father, is often in the
public eye and thought because, like
his father in another respect, he may
come to the throne through outliving
the heir apparent. It is no reflection on the Prince of 'Wales, heir
to the throne, to say that his younger brother appears more popular with
the masses than he. The fact of the
matter is that he is better known. As
the future king, the youthful Prince
of Wales, especially during the past
few years, has been hampered by re
straining influences which naturally
have been less severe In the case of
Prince Albert. The latter has been
allowed "more rope," and in consequence he has developed into a hearty, wholesome youth, full of life and
Imbued w'th a love for all outdoor
sports and recreation. Many of his
pranks have been recorded in print
and in not a few of them his elder
brother appears to have been the vicLondon, Jan. 18.

well-know- n

tim.

Prince Albert

has

just

entered

upon his eighteenth year. He entered the royal navy college four years
ago and proved an enthusiastic and
diligent student Two years were
spent at Osborne, where he went
through the initial stages of engineering, with workshop practice, seaman-

example of certain southern governors,
is now forming the subject of an in
vestigation and enough has been dis
closed already to make the actions of
the former governor appear in a highly peculiar light. The end is not yet,
however, and it is quite probable that
some of the former governor's "acts
ot' clemency" will keep the courts of
New York busy for some time. It has
been found,, among other things, that
Governor Dix pardoned and thus re
turned to citizenship three doctors
who had been sentenced to terms of
linpi isonment for malpractice. In two
ot the cases the governor neither informed the district attorney nor the
which had
County Medical society
brought about the conviction of the
meu. In the third case the district
attorney was notified of the appeal for a pardon and strongly pro
tested against the granting of the
pardom Notwithstanding thla protest,
however, the governor
granted the
pardon. Two of the pardoned malprac
tioners now demand the restoration
of their license to practice and it is
quite probable that the County Medical
society will take the matter to the
courts to prevent the restoration of
the licenses to these two men.

numerous trucks along the route. Finally they turned toward the river, ran
on one of the snow dumping docks
and, after one of the horses had fallen and broken its leg, the other con
tinued to the end of the dock from which
it dived into the icy waters of the
Hudson, there to find a watery grave.
It is believed by some that the horses,
greatly depressed by the humiliating
position in which they found themselves and filled with despair over
the hopelessness of the existing condi
tions, decided to end their unhappy
lives by suicide.

Harry Ki Thaw enjoyed another
spell of comparative liberty last week,
wben he was brought to New York
from Matteawan to serve as witness in
the suit brought in the federal dis
trict court by John Gleason against
Mrs. Mary Copley Thaw, for $80,000
as his fee for services during the first
trial of Thaw for murder. During his
visit to New York Harry K..Thaw was
In charge of Dr. Roy Leak of the
asyium staff and stopped at the Belmont hotel. There seems to be some
thing Incongruous about this matter.
If Thaw is insane it seems strange
that he should he considered compe
tent to act as witness in a civil suit.
If he Is not insane, his continued do.
tention at the Matteawan institution
of injustice.
would seem

The beachcombers who flock to
Rockaway Beach after a heavy storm
to search the beach for treasure, made
a big haul after one of the recent
storms. The waves had washed several inches of tht light surface sand
into the sea, exposing a great deal of
the heavier substratum. The beach
combers, about three hundred in num
ber, carefully "combed" the beach
and found a great collection of watchesc, jewelry and money, valued at
several thousand dollars. The collec
tion Included three gold watches, more
than one hundred rings, some of them
quite valuable, many bracelets, stick
pins, etc. All ot these articles had
been lost during the past summer season by careless patrons of the bath
ing beach.

If anyone in this period of auto
mobiles
and trolley ears wishes to
curriship, navigation, and the usual
the archaic vehicles called
see
one
of
culum of the public school. He fared
in regular operation, he
cars"
"horse
caIn exactly the same way as other
to New York. Here that
must
come
of
same
hours
with
the
study,
dets,
Is
p.ntlque method of transportation
food

the same

and accommodation,

still in daily use, much to the surprise and amusement of the thousands of transients who visit the city
every day. As a rule there is not
much of an exciting nature about these
horses. The horses plod along sedate
ly following the historic route along
acnaval studies. At Dartmouth he has the water front and stop on their
been under the same strict discip- cord at the slightest pretext. Yet,
line as the other cadet3. From the the other day one of these antedllumornin
o'clock
the
turn out at 6:f0
ing until the turn In at 9:10 o'clock
SUFFERED
In the evening the cadets are under
constant supervision and are for the
most part kept fully occupied either
in study or exercise.
The work at Dartmoluth college is
thorough and serious, the engineer
Caused by
ing shops providing, without doubt, From Nervousness
the center of attraction. Here Prince
Female Ills Restored to
Albert has learned to handle proper
Health by Lydia E.
ly the whirling machinery and fash
Pinkham's Vegetaion a polished spindle or make a
steam
pres
will
resist
a
which
ble Compound.
joint
sure of three hundred pounds to the
square inch. In' the school room ne
Auburn, N. Y. "I suffered from
finished his theoretical subjects.
nervousness for ten years, and had such
Now, abroad the armored cruise!
organic pains that
sometimes I would
Cumberland on which he and other
he in bed four days
cadets embarked today, the prince
at a time, could not
will learn the practical side of
eat or sleep and did
seamanship and steam enginnot want anyone to
eering. He is said to Inherit his fathtalk to me or bother
me at all. Someers love for the sea and his natural
times I would suffer
aptitude for everything pertaining to
seven hours at a
for
a
Is
undoubtedly
He
seamanship.
Differentdoc-tor- s
time.
brother.
better sailor than his elder
did the best
the
at
story
Cowes,
Several years ago
they could for mo
Is told, the Prince of Wales made until four months
ago I began giving
some criticism on the maneuvering Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comof a yacht and was at once corrected pound a trial and now I am in good
Mrs. William H. Gill, IS
by his younger brother in an audible health."
and highly pointed remark concern- Pleasant Street, Auburn, New York.
ing "duffers."
"Doctor's Daughter Took It."
St Cloud, Minn." I was so run down
by overwork and worry that I could not
Btand it to have my children talk aloud
MEETING OF LAKE CARRIERS
walk heavy on the floor. One of my
or
of
18.
Owners
Detroit, Mich., Jan.
said, 'Try Lydia E. Pinkham's
friends
big lake craft in large number gath- Vegetable Compound, for I know a doc
ered at the Hotel Pontchartraln today tor's daughter here in town who takes
to attend the annual meeting of the It and she would not take it if it were
Lake Carriers' association, which is not good.'
" I sent for die Compound at once and
tho controlling organization for. more
Great
on
the
vessels
lilies, kept on taking it until I i vrna all rii'ht"
llian
Aire, Tl Wli
Mrs Jil'KTIiA i'l.
expn-H8!o
opinions
According
Avt'fllW,

and, like other boys, with one shilling as pocket money and no tuck
shop account allowed.
Two years ago, with the Prince
of Wales, Prince Albert was shifted
from Osborne to the splendid new
Dartmouth college to complete his
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CENTS.
The shares of this Company are TWENTY-SEVEand
PAR VALUE of these shares is TWENTY CENTS. The premium you pay ia
F
CENTS.
SEVEN and
This premium ia not nsed to pay dividends, but goes into our investment funds.
The present DIVIDEND paid by this Company is TEN FEB CENT on PAR, la
OiJU-HAL-

ONE-HAL-

PER CENT every THREE Months.
amounts of TWO and ONE-HAL- F
CENTS a SHARE, this pays
and
PER CENT a year, a good income on
SEVEN and
any investment.
In addition, yon participate in the growing prosperity of the Company, as its dividends increase and shares advance in price.
When declaring DIVIDENDS, this Company considers the advance in value of its
properties as part of its earnings.
Where this is done the difference is taken between the cost of the property and
per cent loss than prices at which we are making
approximately twenty-f"- e
actual sales from said property.
We call your attention to this statement. Among our properties are various subdivisions in Los Angeles and San Diego and seven thousand acies in the
Coachella Valley.
No Officer, Director nor Member of the AdOur books are open to inspection.
visory Board can profit in any direct or indirect way through the operations
of this Company except as they receive dividends or a salary when devoting
their entire time to the Company's business.
$1.25 monthly pays for 100 shares. Take more, or pay cash, if convenient

At

TWENTY-SEVE-

ONE-QUART-

SHARES 271 CENTS
Table of Monthly Payments for 22 Mo.
$'

The police made a good haul when
they arrested the six men who had
committed numerous thefts and burg
laries in and around the Hotel St.
Andrew during the last few montha.
Several of the men were employed in
the St. Andrew and made such profit
able use of the opportunities which
their positions gave them, that with
the assistance of a few outsiders,
among them a woman and an accom
modating and not over scrupulous
pawnbroker, they were able to live in
luxury and to accumulate a fortune
of more than $100,000.

A

to

dispute over the Balkan war led

a regular duel between an Italian

and a Dutchman a short time ago
The two men and their seconds met
in a vacant lot at Seventeenth street
and Eleventh avenue at 6 o'clock one
The adversaries, armed
evening.
with revolvers, were placed back to
back and at a given signal they walk
ed each five paces, then turned about
and began to blaze away at each other. Both emptied their weapons with
out hitting anybody or anything In
particular, not even their seconda A
policeman who heard the shooting, ar
rived just in time to see the finish
and arrested the duelists and their
seconds.1 When their case came up
in the court of general sessions the
two duelists informed the court that
they had made up their quarrel and
were willing to leave the country if
the Judge would let them go. The
judge consented to suspend the sentence and after the duelists had
thanked him, they embraced and kissed each other in presence of the court
and then made a bee line for the dock
where the seamer Savole was preparing for sailing.
The inhabitants of Sparta Junction,!
a small placo over In New TerBey,
are congratulating themselves and
each other for being still among the
living. They were making up a train
on the railroad running through the
village, when the cars crashed into a
car standing on a siding and containing 45,600 pounds of dynamite. The
c.i.r was so badly wrecked that the
dangerous load had to be transferred
to another car, but the dynamite did
not explode, which was decidedly fortunate for the people of Sparta Junction. The place is pretty hard to find
on the map as it is, but if the dynamite had gone off It Is safe to nssume
that Sparta Junction would have been
completely blown off the map as well
as off the earth.

STOCK SHOW IN DENVER
Denver, Colo., Jan. IS. Everything
is in rendineas for the opening here

of the eighth annual National
Stock show. Tho show will continue
through the week. At the dockyards
for the went ui'i thouwamk of thor
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1.25
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total
total
total
total
total
total
total
total
total
total
total

100
200
300
400
500
1.000
J.50O

ihares,
buy
2.50 Monthly buy.
shares
3.75 Monthly buys
shares,
5.00 Monthly buys
shares,
6.25 Monthly buys
shares,
12.50 Monthly buys
shares,
18.75 Monthly buys
shares,,
25.00 Monthly buys 2.000 shares,
31.25 Monthly buys 2,500 shares,
62.50 Monthly buys 5,000 shares,
125.00 Monthly buys 10,000 shares,
Monthly

cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost

$

Cut Oat and Han fw fifth

27.50
65.00
82.50
110.00
137.50
275.00
412.50
550.00
687.50
1375.00
2750.00
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Southern California Home Builders
6th Street

Office: 410 W.

the thing that roused me. That is
what
shows me that New York is beBL1
coming a menace to the rest of the
country. If I had my way I'd build a
wall around that town and make 'em
TO
live by themselves and do all their
bluffing and corrupting on each other.
"Why, sir, teach our girls not ta
marry until our men have fought fortune's battles all over and the next
generation won't have stamina enough
$10,000 INCOME IS NOT NECES- to fight off indigestion. That Isn't
SARY TO HAPPINESS, SO VERthe way American
character was
Is

IS

LOVE

DOLLAR

'

SIGNS

A

ITAS DECLARE

made.
"Now, you know truly the girl that
says she could not be hoppy on less
than $10,000 a year isn't worth $1,000
a year. On the other hand, I know
young wives who are happy on $2,003
a year who are worth the limit any
degree of success, any volume of income, that their husbands may earn

The telephone bell rang hurriedly.
It was Veritas on the wire.
"Excuse me," he said, "I didn't have
rime to write. Who is Miss Annette
Perry "
"Perry?"
"Yes; you had a piece in the paper
about her thia evening. She told the and enjoy any luxury that those
New York City Mothers' club that no husbands may provide.
"It's paradoxical, you see. If hapgirl should think of marrying now
adays unless the prospective husband piness really depends on luxury there
had an Income of $10,000 a year. She can be no happiness. If happiness Is
said she had been interviewing the Independent of luxury, it can stand
families, col- no end of income and what income
daughters of well-to-d"
and
found them can buy. And what's more
like
and
the
girls
lege
a unit on that proposition. They said
Veritas stopped for breath and centhat marriage on less than ?10,000 a tral took advantage of the break ta
year would mean living without com- cut us off and then sweetly asked,
forts absolutely essential to happiness. "Was anyone on the line?"
"No, I don't care particularly who
Miss Perry is. It's more important,!
OPENING OF THE SKI SEASON
perhaps, to know what sort of mothers'
Wis., Jan. 18. Many star
Stoughton,
club that is. Do you suppose It oc riders
clubs scattered
representing
curred to Miss Perry to ask the moth throughout the northwest
gathered
ers there how many of them maried here
for the local ski tournatoday
on that figure? Mighty few, I'll war
ment, which marks the opening of the
rant. New York hasn't always been season for the National Ski associaso rich as it is now, and the chances tion of
America. The officers of the
are some of the mothers she was ad association
predict the most success
dressing did their own cooking in their ful season since the famous Norwegian
bride days.
winter sport was first introduced inta
"Your piece said it wasn't the America. The climax will come the
daughters of millionaires who had tak- middle of next month, when the chamen that stand, but girls of merely
pionship tournament will be held at
families. I don't know what Ironwood, Mich. It ia
expected that
o
standard is, this event will see the
the New York
number
greatest
but I'm willing to bet that even among of experts ever
at a similar
gathered
the millionaires you wouldn't have to event In this country. The foremost
go back two generations to find the experts both of America and Europe
founders starting housekeeping with are expected to be on hand to go after
one hired girl at $4 a week.
the national and international records.
"Wait a minute, don't cut me off,
this is a serious matter. I suppose
you wouldn t reel lute nnamg oui
from Miss Perry whether she asked
those girls she .Interviewed whether
they weer In love? No? Well, let It
pass; but let me tell you the chances
are that every one of those girls Is
Women who bear children and reto
a
twice
about
main
letters
healthy are those who prepare
day
writing
some young man who Is working to their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
save1 up ?300 so they can get married. coming.
work the crisis
Yes, sir. That phase of the matter nature in its
to the definds
her
unequal
system
doesn't worry me at all, because girls
mands made upon it, and she ia often
will marry the men they love as long
left with weakened health or chronic
as the world lasts, whether they've ailments.
No remedy is bo truly a
got $10,000 or only the promise of a help to nature as Mother's Friend,
raise to $30 a week the first of next and no expectant mother should fail
'to use it. It relieves the pain and
July.
discomfort cauisec by the strain on
me
concern
"But what does give
the ligaments, makes pliant and elasand makes me tremble for the future tic those fibres and muscles which,
of this country is that women like nature Is expanding, prevents numbMiss Perry will go around preaching ness of limbs, and soothes the Inflamthis kind of doctrine and that moth- mation of breast glands. The system
ers' clubs like that of New York will being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
list"! to them. Is it possible that may not
be safely mat
Mother's
no mother had the courage to get up Friend assures a
epeedy and complete
and tell Miss Perry that when pre recovery for the mother, and she Is
left & healthy woman to enjoy (;
was married she made her own
rearing of b,r
and later cut it tip to
Mot'tiKr'c
rhiid.
clothes?
rili l, J li h , fit
"Them must. Iwvm
mih moth 1 r u g
t j r v 8.
i n
).
i c;iu luxt her-'- ! V riin for our fr-ati'l
o
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A SMART CONDUCTOR.
N. M., Jan. IS. Judgment by consent was entered in the
federal court today In the case of
W. W, Hartnmn versus the Santa Fe
The plaintiff
railroad
company.,
agreed to accept J200 from the com-
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pany as full payment of all claims,
based on a case filed in the McKinley
countS' district court several months
ago and later transferred lo the federal court. 'Hartman claimed in his
complaint that on September 17,
1912, ;he lparded a Santa Fe train
at Guam. N. M., being unable to purchase a ticket, .here; thai he paid his
fare from Guam to Gallup, being in
structed by the conductor to purchase a ticket at Gallup for Los
which was his intended destination.." 'The plaintiff alleged that he
was unable to purchase a ticket in
Gallup, the ticket office being closed,
and that he offered to pay his fare
to Holbrook and attempt to purchase
a ticket there. The conductor on the
train, however," according to Hartman, put him off the train four miles
west of ' Gallup, after first abusing
and ill treating him, refusing to accept cash fare. Hartman was forced
to walk back to Gallup, he alleged in
his complaint, and retaliated by suing
the company for 500 .damages for his
outraged feqllngs and physical dis
comfort and' f 5,000 punitive or exemplary damage, .v
The case was compromised follow
ing a conference between A. T. Han- nett ot Gallup, attorney for the plaintiff, and. Colonel It. E. Twitchell, as
sistant solicitor for tae Santa Fe, and
'
Judge Pope signed the stipulated
An-gek- s,

r

MIss Audrey Burns, Miss Eleanor
Westerman, Miss Mabel Laird, Miss
Kate Shupp, Miss Amelia Jones, Miss
Mabel Laird and Miss Opal Jones.

AlbufiMeMpie

Buen Tiempo

THE SORROWS OF SATAN
By RAWSON BROOKS

In his sizzling

flat Mephistopheles

sat;
His face bore a trace of a frown
And a wearied air that betokened
care,
As he carefully jotted down
On asbestos pads, a number of fads
He had come upon in the town.
Then he scratched his ear on his afternoon spear,
And quaffed from a flagon brown.
Quoth he: It is quite too mud) for
me

This pace that Society sets;
I can laugh In my sleeve, but I can't
take leave
Of 'their theaters and cabarets;
For my job is tp be wherever there's
glee,

jollity aids and abets
Righteous critics to jibe atu the reck-les- s
tribe
Whom I'd vex if I sent regrets.
Or.

I'A'yXJn
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Dance

is Largely Attended
The dance of the Buen Tiempo club
held last evening at thl Fraternal
Brotherhood hall was an ejoyable and
dignified affair, those attending hav
ing a pleasant time.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie C. Witten, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Dennis, Mr. and Mrs. Bert W. Kelly;
Mr. and Mra W. C. Williams, Miss
A?.1? t
Emma Tamme, Miss Helen Kelly,
Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Louise
Cunningham, Miss Marie Mann, Miss
Rachael Ward, Miss Marguerite CluxIntroductions and greetings filled ton, Miss De Saix Evans, Miss Lorna
the first half hour and Presbyterians, Johnson, Mr. William Springer, Mr.
Mr.
Methodists,
Christians,
Baptists, Donald Hart, Mr. John Harris,
Mr.
Walter
Mr.
'
Frank
Hoke,
Ettinger,
and
ChrisCatholics, Episcopalians
tian Scientists were so mixed that Ralph Rohrer, Mr. Dan Kelly of Trinl
Mr. Clare Koogler, Mr. Colbert
they all looked alike. A puzzle con- dad,
test was started, and all denomina-tione- s Root, Mr. Wallace Watson, Mn. Orentered heartily into the game. rin Blood.
A pastor's wife won a very pretty
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's
prize.
church will meet next Tues
After this exhilarating exercise, we
were given a musical treat Mrs. Pren- day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
tiss was the first number and isn't Mrs. E. V. Long at her residence on
she always charming? There is such Scenth street.
w
a dear gladsomeness in her singing.
of St. Paul's Me
Guild
The
Altar
The Ladles' qnartetie was the surwill meet next Thurs
morial
church
of
the
"di
prise
evening. They Bang
4 o'clock with Miss
vinely" that is the only word tor It. day afternoon at
at
Gibson
her home on SevGladys
Hear them the first opportunity,
even if you have to pay for the priv- enth street.
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Electric

More Effective

.

Newspaper advertising imforms the reader
about what you have to sell.
near your store at the time.

Perhaps he may not be

But your Electric Sign catches his eye when

he is neat your store. It reminds him of what you
advertised. He is impelled to enter.

Your Electric Sign is the link between his
deiire to have a thing and the acf of securing it. Then,
too, think of all tLe transient trade your sign will draw.
I ....

t

.

Employ This Salesman

;
Bridge, today at three, and at five a ilege.
Mrs.
never
O'Malley
played more
tea
and
the
sweetly,
spirit of her
loving
Au rhum, by the way, for all
violin was reflected in every face.
At eight I dine, and Just after nine
Mrs. Northrup sang her way into
At the opera I must call;
each
soul, every tone, every word viWith the debutantes later on I'll
brating with a joy and a love of livdance,
ing.
At a very sumptuous ball,
Miss Musser was late, but she
And from midnight on till the guests
brought with her that "sunnlness"
are gone
that we all know. Her songs were
We shall hold high festival.

Husband Show is
the Latest Stunt.
Judgment.
An annual "Husband Show" was
one of the features of the social life
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
INDIANS LACK SCHOOLS
at Farmington last wees at which
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Albuquerque, N. SI., Jan. 18. The
mere man was forced, as usual, to
PAID FOR
time hns come when the United
be "the goat." Such a show in Las
States government should make larg
would undoubtedly create a
Vegas
Advertisers are guaranteed the er appropriations for the eductiion of
amount of interest and1 some
great
largest dally and weekly circulation Indian children in the southwest, if
enterprising matron would furnish
of any newspaper In northern New the government expects to bring the
aniusment to a few select
great
over
with
bubbling
happiness. It
Indians up to a higher state of civiMexico.
should
she carry out this
friends
lization. This Is the1 opinion of Fath- I'm a bit of a sport, but this season's must have been the wholesome welan account of the
is
Idea.
Following
come, that made every one do more
too short,
er Anselm Weber, of the Order of
,
"Second
Annual Husband
TELEPHONES
Farmington
than
deher
caused
and
such
best,
Franciscan Missionaries, who has
(Here his voice sounded'much like
Show" clipped from the Farmington
Main 2
r.BSlNESS OFFICE
lightful enjoyment.
a screech)
spent 15 years among the Navajo Inwhich is receiving no
NEWS DEPARTMENT ...... Main
Mrs. Hall was the pianist for the
dians in New Mexico and Arizona. And they make it so gay I'll be quite
from
the press:
little
attention
afternoon and really was the presidVatlier Weber has been stationed for
ennuye
Mrs. William
On
Friday
night
We are all very grateman years at St. Michaels, Ariz., Just
When the preachers get ready to ing genius.
SATURDAY. JANUARY 18, 1913.
Butler gave her second annual model
ful
to
her
for
an
such
musiexquisite
over the New Mexico line, and was in
preach ;
husband contest. Those who comAlbuquerque today. He Is the com The first day of Lent, I shall be well cal feast. We would have appreciatlast year were invited as spec- peted
ed
more
music
we
saw
but
a
here
content
piler of the Navajo dictionary, Navabut were not allowed to take
tora,
To slip through Devotion's breach, change in the program. Just think,
jo vocabulary, and with the assist
save
that they were admitted to
part
WEEKLY
Y. M. C. A.S
two
of
kinds
sandwiches, a pickle,
ance of other missionaries will pub- And hie me away for a forty-da- y
the parade as the opening prelimiSERMONETTE
creamed
chicken
timbales
real
and
a'
lish next "'year
stay
Navajo grammar.
New Mexico coffee, all so dainty and nary of the show..
At a "quiet" resort like
Father Weber is director of the mis
Palm
Those that were entered by their
tempting.
(Changed Every Saturday)
Beach.
sionary school' at St. Michaels, which
WatEveryone was glad that she came, respective wives were Messrs.
cares for 175 Navajo pupils.
S. Palmer, Strawn and W. A.
J.
ers,
to
was
everyone
represent her
proud
"I estimated that there are between Social Season
churchand society, and everyone was Hunter. One of the contestants was
Nav. Has Been Short.
the
on
children
4,000
and
5,000
.1.
DARE
YOU.
If the
John 7:261
absent owing to a busiWith the arrival of Ash Wednes filled with vthe enjoyment of the af unavoidably
thief priests wanted to kill Jesus, ajo reservation in ,New slexico and
- ness call as he was starting for the
A
ternoon.
.'r'w.',.or
more
hundred
ibere He was talking openly. Then Arizona, who should be In school, but day, which falla this year on Febru
trial,
who 'are not being educated because ary 5, Las Vegas society will bring byes were said, and I hope that each suPreme
why their indecision? They neither
After
the
parade each contestant
woman
to
carried
her home that
to a close one of the snortest social
tackle' Ilim not attempt to refute of lack of schools, he said."
was required to appear before the
the
of
evening,
seasons
loving
happy
known
spirit
Indian Agent Goes to Washington
here for a number of
Him, nor arrest Him. Were they con
Judges and tell how much a Pongee
years. The social events this winter the afternoon.
Today.
vinced of Christ's claims or cowed by
silk dress would cost. How many
You
will
find
welcome
a
at
always
Mr. Paquette, Indian agent at Fort have been comparatively few, there
His courageous front? A couple o
he would buy with- - which to
Defiance, arrived in Albuquerque to being a noticeable shortage in parties the Methodist receptions, and they yards
and what sort of trimming
thugs were hired to assassinate one
make
it
are
worth
Durattending. By Airs. L.
from Gallup and left later for and dances while even the several
of our Scranton men. They followed day
he would use. The prices ranged
ham.
clubs
will
have
not
met
as frequently as
prehim about one night 'and the man, Washington, D. C, where he
from $1.50 to $8, and the yards from
sent to the commissioner of Indian in past seasons. This week has been
who is as brave as a lion, knew that
1
to 8.
Contest
affairs the situation which confronts a moderately busy one, although Bowling
he was being shadowed. Just as they
Next
test was to fasten up a wothe government regarding the educa there has not been a function which Is Interesting Affair.
man's
got to a dark alleyway-- a fine spot for
waist
that opened behind, the
Thursday evening at the Elks' club
tion of the Navajos. Mr. Paquette has taken up the attention of any
the foul deed the gentleman sudden
waist being put on a suitable model.
the
bowlsecond
of
the
mixed
game,
number
of people. Next weekl
believes with Father Weber that great
Here dexterity and graceful movely turned and faced the
should be done at once to will he somewhat livelier than this, ing tournament created a great deal
with the question: "What is the mat- something
ments
were considered. In this Mr.
ot
numa
attended
interest, being
meetbesides the
by
ter with you fellows? Have you lost provide appropriations ior the educa- for, there are regular club
Palmer
was the
swiftest, but the
several affairs of es- ber of people. The bowler, and estion of the Navajo children who art ings,
on his wire,
was
waist
your nerve? ' You have been follow now left to their own
fittea
being
the
who
ladies
bowled, made
way of living pecial Interest planned. On Tuesday pecially
yon see.
ing me long enough to have struck on the reservation and are
the
the
for
specO.
I.
B.
the
evening
interesting
B.
lodge will give
growing evening
The most laughable stunt was placme a dozen times." The would-b- e
to manhood and womanhood without a reception and dance in honor of the tators, and, while no records were
A
a ladles' skate on one of the
in
Bhadows.
murderers melted
the
ing
of
scores
were
all
the
broken,
recent arrivals, Rabbi and Mrs. Jacob
good.
advancing' toward civilization.
bold front Is half the battle somefeet. Only one contestant
judge's
Landau, aud on Thursday evening Those who bowled were Mr. and Mrs.
in getting the. skate on In
succeeded
thing back of it is the other halt
Charles
W.
Mr.
G.
and Mrs. L.
Ward,
the Elks are to give an informal
BANK IS SOLD.
the two minutes allowed, and he had
Indecision invites the devil; courage
C.
Miss
Emma
Tamme
and
Witten,
which
one
dance
will
N.
a
18.
of the enjoybe
M., Jan.
By
Albuquerque,
on the wrong foot, when he got
cowes him. REMEMBER TODAY: deal
a con- - able series given this winter at the Mr. William Springer, Misa Madeline it
consummated vesterd.-i.
.
.
. .
through.
If Cod be for us, who can be against.
Mills
and
E.
Mr.;
Miss
at
mcWenie,
Mound attractive Elks' home. The bowling
Roars of laughter greeted the varTrust aud Savings bank was pur- games at the Elks' club for the com Rachael Ward and Mr. John Ruhmor.
Pray: For boys' work in small chased by George Roslington, secre- ing week will undoubtedly be as well Among the spectators were Miss ious efforts and all seemed highly
pleased with the evening's program.
towns that lack of equipment may
tary and manager of the Occidental attended as have the ones rolled tnis Marguerite Civ.xton, Miss Helen Kelly, In addition to the model husband
he more than supplied by consecrated Life and Occidental Fire Insurance week.
Miss Ruth Winters, Miss Phebe Hart,
contest several other features were'
personalities.
A few social affairs have already Miss Helen Cunningham, idiss Lottie
companies of this city, and W. F. A.
in which all took part, not
introduced
Gierke, of the firm of Gierke, Ogle been planned for Lent, Including a Cunningham, Miss Mildred Browne, least
of which was a nice
interesting
.1.
Van
Harriet
Miss
Mrs.
E.
& Doan, the well known abstract and Valentine dance, which is to be given
Petten,
CHESS MASTERS' TOURNEY
lunch served cafeteria style.
Mrs.
Charles
McWenie,
Mr.
on
St.
Anderson,
Valentine's
at
Elks'
club
the
New Pork, Jam. 18. With the draw- fire insurance firm.
W. A. Hunter waB awarded the
At a special meeting of the stock- eve and the West side firemen's an- and Mrs. D. F. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
ing for position tomorrow the biggest
first
prize as a model husband,
Bert
W.
Mr.
C.
Mrs.
W.
and
oe
Kell,
will
which
chess tournament that has taken place holders of the ban, Mr. 'Roslington nual masquerade ball,
while
J. S. Palmer came in for honorwas elected president, Mr. Epimenio given in the Duncan opera house on Dennis, Mr. John sV. Harris, Mr. Jose
in this side of the Atlantic in a
The judges were
able
mention.
Mr.
B.
D.
J.
Mr.
eph Danzlger,
Long,
February 22.
will get under way in this city. 'Martinez, the retiring president,
L.
Laura
White, W." M;
Leahy,; Mr. Hallett Raynolds, Mr. Coon the board of directors,
"'
The event, for which preparations'
Miss
and
Pennington.
lbert
C Root, Mr, John.W. Harris, Jr.,
have been making fur several months, and W. F. A. Gierke waB elected cash- Methodist Ladies, Hostesses
i;
tor.
were
Mrs.
Those
and
present
'"
and Mr,,Anderson.
'
to Other Denominations,
is
has been "designated as 'the 'American ier, succeeding J. Frank Curns.
T. L. Loftits, Mr. and Mrs.' C. W.
Mr. Gierke will take charge of the
ladies enter.,,,
YeB, the Methodist
National Chess Masters' tournament.
Bowne Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Taylor,
20.
on
as
the
ladies
cashier
tained
bank
January
th.;. other Ladies' Day--' Is
Though the committee was unsuccessMr. and Mrs. W J. Hill and E. B.
The bank is in a flourishing condi- churches Wednesday afternoon at Lia Popular As Ever.
ful in its efforts to secure all of the
last year's competitors,
The weekly Ladles' Day at the Holmes, of
me tell you
great European experts as participants tion, having assets of almost $30,000. Casa De Ramona. Let
and Mr. and Mra. C. A. Mathers, Mr.
10
to
1
continues
Elks'
club
as
minutes late,
be
about it. was about
popular and Mrs. W. A. Hunter, Mr. and
It succeeded in obtaining a number
and the house was nearly full when as ever, this week's Wednesday after- Mrs. J. S. Palmer and the
COLORADO ROAD BUILDERS.
sufficient to insure spirited competiJudges
Denver, Jan. 18. The Colorado I arrived. I was met at the hall door noon gathering being attended by a mentioned above.
tion. Heading the list are Frank J.
afladies
of
who
number
the
and
two
Methodists,
spent
they
loyal
arstwpl, the United States cham- Good Roads association opened its by
ternoon bowling and making use of
each gave me a dear
pion; D. Janowski, champion
of sessions here tbie morning. It is ex
A BUSY NIGHT
made me feel good the other club privileges. Among the
France, and Capablanca, the Cuban pected that the meeting will continue handshake which
Jan. 18. President
R- Lord,
were
After
ladies
Mrs.
Philadelphia,
present
F.
the
through.
all
M,
way
removing
E.
until Monday night. Governor
champion.
who
a
had
A.
A.
I
busy time of it last
went Mrs.
Jones, Mrs. L. C. Witten, Taft,
Amnions and United States Senator my wraps in the cloak room,
G.
three dinners and
Hamroom
W.
C.
L.
Mrs.
the
to
Mrs.
attending
door
dining
E.
iJght
hall
Ward,
the
John F. Sbafroth were the principal down
HARMON GOES ABROAD
Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. O. M. delivering as many speeches, was the
welcome.!
was
mond,
other
by
I
where
at
a
luncheon
tendered
by
speakers
Mew York, Jaa.
Methodists and there Ward, Mrs. H. P. Browne, Mrs. M. guest of honor this morning at a
Harmon the Denver Motor club at noon today.
.
.
i
i voiku irom me govvnQ
The association 1 expected to go was that tame thrilling, welcoming Danzlger, Mrs. Isaac Appel, Mrs. Dav. breakfast by the Clover club. The
rrxri!.ip ci vmiv aucr a eobunuou on record feounist the "pork barrel" handHhake there is so much In a Id Hazels, Mrs. Watrous, Mrs. Charles piesident made his third speech of
Helen Koily. MIhs tbo nlKht eliortly before 1 o'clock this
Trumbull, Ml
m l lour jrtaio, wuvin l&qay tysilem of distributing ft ate funds l.airl ii'iKe, you know,
of a
room w!
t,
TJi
i,t;:; vacation trip abroad. Tin- V.r highway Improvement, arid in
beautifully anayed Mildred Browne, VAm Liuma Tamme, morning on the roof piird-'Medical
hViuft
rocki-rj,
Mia
m.r J
i
U,
the
i'Iij!, of
,,
Mrs
toff.fortabli
!.!,,.
i (,y.
iot;
Watroiis,
and
p..
l,y
fnvor
f turning the fund over to with i'a
l.d
t
Miti I'lii.-lMr. Ti'ft jjiflt-riilliiilcljiliio,
0"ir UwbU-r- ,
r. A U.e tJfl Ugbwsyn Wmmikin, If I rbttiK, and Its blooming pltitiU arid
Jiiirt, Mit-slln .n i.i n id t'jil'iy befmil
liti
Mi" Imhi i;UHn, M
It wm P' li'inif "d comM life tily
uuf Uhtm :t,ti

H.ik.
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An Electric Sign is really the best salesman

-

youjean employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
message burns through the night, positively attracting
trade.

i

The cost of an Electric Sign is surprisingly

low and the expense of maintaining and lighting is
small 'Phone Main 206 for full particulars.
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Muslin Underwear, Embroidery and
White Goods Sale Will Continue Thru-ou- t
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Spring 1913

PEI1S0NALS

line of Spring
Dress Ginghams and percales,
Inches wide, in plaids,
36
tripes, checks and solid colors. Warranted fast colors.
A complete

Buy early and get

a

good

E. Underwood pf Raton was

se-

THE POPULAR PRICE STORB

Grauborlh

Agents for

SHOES
HOLEPROOF
HENDERSON

visit-

SliS,

ViLSON

IS

10 VISIT LAS

AN EXCELLENT

VEGAS

COOK

HOSIERY.
CORSETS.

NEW IDEA 10c. Patterns.
Telephone Main 104.

'

'

daji.
H. A. Harvey, who has been visiting;
H. A. Daly, whoBe beautiful poem,
left this
in town for several days,
"The Thrush," won the $250 prize in
for his ranch in the moun
morning
the Mitchell Kennerly competition, tains.
'
is, like all good versifiers, a severe
W. A. Lamb, representative of the

T

That Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, wife
of the president-elect- ,
is generously
of the United States, passed througn endowed with graces and accomplishLas Vegas yesterday morning on ments which enable her to shine in
Santa Fe train No. 3 accompanied by public and sociai life is generally
Mrs. Marshall en route to Phoenix, known, but she takes even more
Ariz., where tney are to visit the pride in the fact that she is a thor
ough homemaker, with a strong love
mother of Mrs. Marshall.
B.
for the domestic virtues, and a deep
V.
.and
his
son,
E.
Long
Judge
W, Long, accompanied Mr. and Mrs. devotion to the cares of home and
Marshall as far as Albuquerque, family. In a word, Mrs. Wilson Is an
where an informal reception was held excellent cook and, an accomplished
at the Santa Fe station, Mayor D. K. housekeeper. She Is a thorough beB. Sellers of the Duke City extend- liever in making the house beautiful
the cour- and homelike.
ing the vice president-elec- t
That Mrs. Wilson is a good cook is,
the
of
tesies
city.
Mr. Marshall and Judge Long have perhaps, natural and to be expected,
been close friends for many years. because she was born below Mason
Judge Long was Judge of the Twenty-firs- t and Dixon's line. And "Down South"
Judicial district court in Colum- cooking is cooking.
Mrs. Wilson knows how to make
bia City, Ind., in 1874, and admitted
Mr. Marshall to the bar during that all manner of delicious things to eat
year. Later Judge Long, and Mr. Mar- and she can cook a dinner quite as
shall were candidates on the demo- well as she can paint a picture worthy
cratic ticket for Judge and prosecut- to be hung in an art
exhibition,
which means that she is a rarely acing' attorney, respectively.
On the return trip east from Phoe- complished woman.
In fact, the next mistress of the
nix Mr. and Mrs. Marshall have prom-- .
in Las Ve- White House is big and broad in her
ised that they will stop-ogas and visit Judge and Mrs. Long, vision and her mode of life and she
and they also plan to visit Albuquer- Is a homemaker and homelover. She
que and Santa Fe. At both of the knows how to make the home a pleasabove named cities Mr. Marshall will ant, Inviting place, and she believes
speak and while in Las Vegas a large in training children to cook and unreception probably will be arranged derstand housework.
Mrs. Wilson and her three daughfor Mr. and Mrs. Marshall. Judga
Long is to arrange for all dates that ters do not have to do housework,
will fill in but they all understand it in all its
the vice president-elec- t
New Mexico and the date of his ar- branches, and in the early days of
rival in Las Vegas will he announced Mrs. Wilson's married life sne used
to do her own cooking, and much to
later by the Judge.
the delight of her husband, who Is
C. B. Sheppard, who has been a very proud of his wife's domestic
resident of Las Vegas for the past graces.
Mrs. Wilson beli&vei in making the
seven months, left last evening for
Fredonia, Kan., where he will locate home attractive, j She is a charming
feminine figure In the midst of a
permanently.
cheery, inviting home. She under
stands the art of inaking a place cozy
who on
will become vice president
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SCORE
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PERSIAN
TO ADDRESS A MEETING

N

Losey .
McWenie
E. Hoke
Kelly

......

Trumbull

Pet
1.000
1.000

1

1

.500

1

1

.600

0

0

.000

0

2

.000

0

2.

.000

On the Elks' alleys last evening
the McWenie team "rubbed it in" on
the Kelly team, defeating that aggregation by a total of 269 pins, which is
the most decisive defeat thus far recorded in either of the bowling tournaments. By winning, the McWenie
team climbed out of the cellar position In the league and Is now tied for
second place with the Losey team.
McWenie went after the pins in Class
A style last evening and was high
man with a total of 494 pins.
J. Danziger came In at the finish
as second high man, having rolled up
a total of 454 pins. Following are the
team scores: McWenie team McWenie, 494 pins; Conway, 415 pins;
J. Danziger, 454 pins; Nolette, 351
pins;iiC. W. G. Ward, 3G1 pins; total
2,092 1 pins.
Kelly team Kelly, 426
'
pins; Henrlquez, substituting for
Martini 415 pins; Strass, 443 pins;
Elwodd, 240 pins; M. Danziger, 299
pins; 'total 1,823 pins.

and Inviting by Innumerable little
touches, and she Is very individual
about it all, doing things Just a little
bit different from .anyone, else, and
always with an eye for beauty. She
surrounds herself .with beauty, but
not at great expenditure. . Her ideas
of beauty are not of the extravagant
kind, but are replete with simplicity
and grace; she always practices a
certain wise restraintjln all things.
But with a few deft touches here
and there, with flowers and ferns and
potted plants, and a few baskets and
Jars, she can make any place inviting
and beautiful.
She is a veritable genius at this
sort of thing, and hsrt imparted her
rare gifts In this direction to her
three daughters, who have the same
home making genius thac she has.
She promises well for the social
side of the home 11 e at the White
House for the ext four years, for
never has such a "bmquet" of feminine charm and ittraction ever
graced the executive mansion In the
immediate family of a president, for
never in the historj of the nation
has a president brought to the. White
House three young daughters besides
a girlish wife.
Mrs. Wilson is a flower lover, a
nature lover and a sdllful gardener.
She delights in plaits and flowers
and loves to have thm in abundance
about her home, nuking Jt cheery
and lovely.
She delights in biskets, like all
artists, for Mrs. Wilson is a gifted
painter, having studied for years at
the New York Art sctool, and having
been a member of the famous art col-

ony of Old Lyme, Conn.
Her paintings have bee i shown at
some of the leading art 'exhibitions
of the, country and quite recently at
One Fifth avenue deafer
Chicago.
has been buying her paintings for
years and now has a fine collection
of them, of which he is very proud.
It is her genius as a painter that
gives her the fine artistic Benae in
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
arrangement that she posseses and
Kansas City, January 1 8. Cattle, re. her exceptional sense of color. The
celpts 200. Native steers ?6.758.60; rich, warm brown of the old Fayat
southern steers $G7.60; southern baskets with the deep green of the
si3k 3 1
Cows and heifers $3.756.25; native fern leaves makes a pleasing color
cows and heifers $3.757.50; Btock- - scheme.
'
ers and feeders $5.757.75; bulls $5
Mrs. Wilson shows ttiis love of colGEORGE PKTERS.
6.50; calvea se.SOffilO.So; western or in her flower arrangements. She
Tomorrow night at the First Bap- - chiiractertistics between the Amerl-tis- t steers $G8; western cows $3.75
arranges crysanthemums with brown
'
6. CO.
church George Peters, a native c""" n(i t,ie Oriental people.
oak leaves.and It makes a charming
Mr' ,'""'rs, l
?tudenl for the '"
Hogs, receipts 2.000. Market steady note of color, and ery appropriate,
of Persia, will address a union muttif try of tli.' I'ri'sytcrlan church. He to strong. Bulk of sales $7.2007.40; too, for the chrysanthemums always
lng of all the churches of the city.' K)culi(!H a uuiiiIm.'I' of
Ills heavy $7.35fi 7.45; packers and but- come Jala, and when raised naturally
Tw public is willully Iuvik.4 to licur B( ,,.,. if( ,.M),.i1Ptf (olanguages.
))0 thorm.KlIy
Ihts $7.25ia."40; lights 7.107'.3O; nut of Joors Uw'V ix'i'p up above
li!m. Mr.
v.f:i
hiwhU
l!ihirncttv " .Kfv. N, H, Orowi, ji.'iHtar pli.-t(5.2:,(f7,
luiiHHcg of si'iir brown
"Moliitiii. diuiB nii.1 'I'lu ir llrllvi.iii " of th. lirnl Itiij.tiht church. Slid l
uliout thriii frm tli
H'-titsMiirUtit
fnUi'ti
Imve
lii.iin.
filici.p,
Ui will l,n (Jcmibi'd in unlive cuni'im'
id,. diiiiT mintwinf join in thfi luvi- t rri'8.
Millions (I.mi i fl; kml.a 7
id Mini.-ilI LI. li
l UMii.i! M
K)l:l!,if
ft 4
iilii,,
'MlliliitH " 'A
It, rtm r.lj'l ll.lit'l'
Minia tilll)
ff'l; I iUfwn
t?j
'
f!
Iff
111
fcijiliilii tliR iHir..,i
rf., ; i.f U.U )i,n m hlllnj
intuit. fl
h'.i'l 'if,1)
JiliUH
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$108,000.00

BANKING DEPARTMENT

TRUST DEPARTMENT

Thomas Riley Marshall,

March--

-

,

Every Department Is Complete and You Have Prompt and Courteous Attention

WOMAN WHO WILL OCCUPY THE
WHITE HOUSE IS A HOME
MAKER AND HOME LOVER.

WILL BE
VICE PRESIDENT-ELECHERE IN THE LATTER PART
OF NEXT MONTH.

u

LAS VEGAS, .NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL

critic of bad verse.
Henry Bafth Manufacturing company
At a dinner at the Bellevue-Strat-forof Denver, was a business visitor in
in Philadelphia a yong lady of town
today.
a humorous turn asked Daly a conundrum.
visitor here for several days, will
"When is a poet not a poet?" she
leave this evening for his home in
said.
Kansas City.
times out of a
"About ninety-ninDan Kelly of Trinidad, Colo., arriv;
hundred," was the grim replq.
ed last evening and will be a visitor
here over Sunday, the guest of his
erican foot
"Dad, I'm on the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Kel
parents,
hall eleven."
ly.
.!
"You are, eh? When do you propose
Miss Emma Shade, who has been
"
to play
here for several days, left this morn"This is Just a mythical eleven,
ing for the Harvey mountain ranch
dad."
.f.she is spending tne winter
where
"Well, if we had more of that kind months.
there'd be fewer collar bones broken
Senator-JohS.Clark who has been
Thats' all I gotta say."
'the
week in Santa Fe
past
spending
session of the
the
present
attending"Do you think golf a suitable game
returned
last evenstate
legislature,
for women?"
over
be
will
here
and
Sunday.
ing
"I should eay not. Why, I saw a
Sheriff George Birdsell of El Paso
man playing once, and all he did was
to walk around a field with a club in county,,, fiolcurado, ,was in town last
his hand and stop every few minutes evening for a short time, leaving early
'
this morning for t Colorado Springs
to swear..'
with Wayne Adams, who is wanted
,
Wiscon-sonthere by the authorities.
Progressives of Minnesota,
Albert "JVbod of 0den, Utan, is here
Michigan and the Dakotas. are to
BY A
Join in a conference in St. Paul this to 'atteuS the funeral of his mother,
the late Mrs. J. O. Wood, Which, will
month.
occur tomorrow. Other children of
V
-"An eight-hou- r
day and semi Mrs. Wood who do not reside In Las
has
obtained by Vegas will be unable to be here.
been
pay
monthly
Harold Kountze and Louis Wecket
city employes of Altoona, Penu.
of Denver, and Roy S. Thompson of McWENIE TEAM RUBS IT IN
ONE OF CLASSY AGGREGAMr. and Mrs. J. E. Byrnes of Ks- - Topcka, werer visitors here last night
TIONS IN TOURNAMENT.
to
Los
Denver
route
from
en
the
are
Thev
are
canaba, Mich.,
visiting at
home of John L. Tooker.
Mr.
Angeles, Calif., and are making the
is a brother of Mrs. Tooker. trip overland in a Stevens Duryea six
Standing of the Teams
Won Lost
Team
He is exalted ruler of the Elks in cylinder automobile and a Cadillac
0
2
Ament
40 horsepower automobile.
the city in which he resides.
2
0
Witten ...
NATIVE-BOR-

PEOPLES BANK & TRUST CO.

.

We are Bhowing a lull assortment of Ironclad Galatea,
Princess Cheviots, Soiesettes
and Poplins.

&

a

or here today,
Burt Shier of Albuquerque was a
visitor here tQdfty
Jose Montoya;of Los Alamos was f
visitor in town today'.
B. G. Randall of Taos was a business visitor here' today,
W. J,. 'Ulattman of Wagon Mound,
vas a visitor here today.
Antonio Jtoibal, a' Well known resi
dent of Pecos,, was a business visitor
tr. town today,
Virgil Wolfe arived this afternoon
from Springer and will be a visitor
here over Sunday. I,
Margarito Romero, the well known
proprietor of El Porvenir ranch, was
a visitor here today.
Attorney Htnry G. Coors, Jr, of Cloa
irom
returned
last
vis,
evening
t hort trip to Santa Fa
A. Bland arrived in town last even
ing from, his home in Rowe and was
a business visitor here today.
R. A. Shearer of the forestry ser
at Mineral
vice, with headquarters
Hill, was" a visitor in town for the

lection.

Hoffman

MARSHALL PLANS

FIVE

We pay
Accounts.

Acts as Executor, Administrator,
Guardian, Assignee and Trustee.
Consult our officers.

2

per cent on Checking
Every facility offered,

.consistent with Safe

Banking--

.

Savings Department

Safe Deposit Department
'

for your valuable papers,
charges reasonable.
Boxes

.

AidU
M!

Interest Compounded Semi
annually. $1.00 will open the
account

OFFICERS

JOHN W. IIAIUtIS, President1
Geo II. Hunker, Vice Pres. Cleofeg Romero, Vice Pres. Cecilio It oxen wald, Sec.
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary

year may be, there are always plenty of decorations to be found out tt
doors for her basket and jars, for
woods and fields and garden yield all
manner of things for her that most
people would not think of gathering.
There are the mountain laurel and
green all winter, and these Mrs. Wil
son finds very decorative and beauti
ful massed in vases and baskets.
If these are not to be found there
are always the evergreen of all kinds
that are everywhere, pine, fir and
hemlock and the ground evergreens,
and these look very attractive massed
about, a few sprays or branches here
and there set in vases and jars.
Then In the February days Mrs.
Wilson and her daughters gather
branches of apple and cherry, and
these, though looking absolutely dead
and gray when cut, burst into bloom
In a few days after being carried into
the warm house and put forth their
rosy, fragrant blossoms, a very little
smaller than when blossoming
but very, very beautiful and
charming with the bleak landscape
out of doors and winter winds and
sleet and snow abounding,
Mrs. Wilson's Rice Waffles.
Two-thirof a cup of cooked rice
(a good Saturday dish), two cupfuls
of flour, one and a quarter cupfuls
of milk, two heaping tablespoonsfuH
of sugar, three level teaspoonfuls of
baking powder, a quarter of teaspoon-fu- l
of salt, two eggs, one tables painful of melted butter. Sift together
thoroughly the flour, sugar, baking
powder and salt. Wcrk in the rice
with the tips of the fingers; all the
milk, eggs well beaten and the melted butter. Fry on a hot, well greased
waffle Iron.
Mrs. Wilson's Macaroni With Cheese.
Break up a quarter of a pound of
macaroni Into short pieces (good dish
for Thursday), put them In a sauce
pan UUIIUlIUlIIg C11UUU lUI!lUg
slightly Baited, to well cover the mat- aroni and boll fast for 40 minute3.
Drain and cool them. Boil one gill o
stock with one gill of milk, one bay
leaf, one blade of mace and one slice
of onion. Melt two heaping
of butter In a saucepan, add
one tablespoonful of flour and cook
them for a few minutes; stir without
browning; now add the boiled milk
and stock strained; stir until it boils,
put In the macaroni, add two
of grated cheese; mix well
and season with salt and pepper to
taste. Fill a well buttered pudding
dish with this preparation, sprinkle
over with fine bread crumbs and
grated cheese, put a few pieces or
butter here and there on the top and
Bake In a moderate oven for a quarter of an hour. Serve hot in the dish
in which It was cooked.
Mrs. Wilson's Sweet Potato Blscuif.
Put half a pint of boifed hashed
sweet potatoes inte a basin? add one
tablespoonful of sujrar and one
6f melted butter. Dissolve
half a teaspoonful of baking soda in
half a pint of "buttermilk, then add
half a pound1 of sifted flour and one
teaspoonful of salt. Mix, roll out,
cut with a small biscuit cutter and
bake in a quick oven. Boston Post.

ANNUAL MEETING

NATIONAL

WESTERN STOCK SHOW

Denver, Colo.

January

1913

20-2- 5,

Tickets on sale January 18, 19 and 2l, l9l3. Final Return
limit January 3l, l9l3. Fare for the Round Trip

tl

$14.20
D.

aat-urall- y,
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BATCIIELOR,
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MOST HEAT FOn YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

I

The Combination Power Slachine
n

m

1

J

table-spoonful- s

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 18. Wheat was

"

Vr

)

For Plowing, Seeding, Discing, Harrowing, Hauling, Road Work,
Harvesting,
Running Feed Grinders, Ensilage Cutters," Hay Balers, Treshing Machines,
Etc. The most economical and practical tool ever invented for the medium
sized farmer.
.
i,

Furthe' information may be had by calling on me at the Las Vegas
Roller Mills.

",

E. L. DEAL

East Las Vegas, N. M.

Provisions were quiet but firm. May Covering operations supplied the chief
polls opened unchanged at 118.77; piop of the. market,
May lard 2Vn up at $10.121 and May
Buying for the long account was
ribs unchanged, to a shade higher at limited, owing to discrimination of pur-

$10.0610.07.
tions were:
Wheat, May
ber 891i- Corn, May

ber

53v

Oats, May

93;
51;
33;

The closing quota
July

90;

July 53

k

chasers against certain classes or
stocks. Several specialties, including
Septem some which have been licttido'ied
heavily of late, ir.ada substantial adSeptem. vances. Bonds were irregular.
The
closing sales were:
Septem Amalgamated Copper
"2
!

July

33;

ber 33.
.,t
Pork, Jan. $18.50; May $18.72.

Jan.

Lard,

in-

(3)'

1.W

table-spoonfu- ls

table-spoonf-

j

Susar

.....11571

Atchison
May $10.10. ;, Reading
May $10.05.
Squthern Pacific

$3.97;

104?4

iC2"i
clined to firmness at the opening
Kirs, Jan. $9.92;
105
May opened
rnlon Pacifl-higher to un',.1VI '
changed at 84 to 93 and sold to 93
failed Elates steei
63
A recovery to
VnlV-ensued.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Sta.hu Steel, pf;. . . . . ,
lowThe clofte was easy, May Vk&
New York, Jan. IS. The stock tnar-lic- t
er at 93.
closed steady. Raiding tactics
NOT MUCH DOiNCi.
Cln'(-!ii- ,
May corn started ',, to '4 down at were leas effective today, ami altlmutfj
vVvo., JaD- - tS.Tlw' Vy
o 61
iin.1 hftnt (filing at. r,l'4, ilio early advance was Interrupted by ii!iif? ttftrnl
r.1',4
nut. mn
wan tteuii, & tfmrp drive against
iwovreJ to 61 Tint
favorable
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YOU CAN EAT ANY

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
Former Premier Clo-- i
has written the preface to a
devoted to a general economof alcohol, which has just
before the Parii Aendemy of

Paris, Jam
Xaenceau

pamphlet
ic study
been laid

13.

JlMlieine.
M. Clemenceau, like the author of
the pamphlet, finds it most deplorable
tbat the "omnipotent authority" of the
state should seem to be powerless
airalnst "the most formidable enemy
of social peace, of general welfare, and
of the rise of the humbler classes to
a higher life."
Ke ridicules existius remedies,
which consist in taking drunken men to
inthe police office or placarding the
side of wineshops with prohibitions ol
rimnt. nness. while the laws of France
sale of
relating to the manufacture and
n, tnont deleterious kinds of spirits
contribute to foster this particular

vice.

Today," M. Clemenceau continues,
"it is beginning to be understood that
the right to poison people cannot prop- of the achieveerly be regarded as one
f fho KVonch Revolution. Unl- versal suffrage would really put Itself
cut of court if it had only succeeded in.
emancipating itself from the yoke of
a single tyrant in order to fall under
the sway of a league of private interests which are in open warfare with
the public interest All
men, without distinction of party,
for
ought to join in a common effort
is
which
our
of
country,
the salvation
menaced from so many directions at
once."

a

M

LIKE

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Rabeyrolle.
EVEN
DR. WOODS HUTCHINSON
pastor.
PRESCRIBES PIE TWO
First mass at 7 a. m.; second masa
TIMES EACH DAY.
it 10 a. m. Sunday school is English
and Spanish at 3 p. m. In Spanish at
St. Louis, Jan. 18. The simple life 1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
as regards what we eat is a fallacy t the blessed sacrament at 7:30 P
that doeB not fit into a healthy way m.
of living under modern civilization,
Sunday school for English speakDr. Woods Hutchinson said in an in ing and Spanish speaking children
terview today:
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
"Late suppers," Doctor Hutchinson
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORsaid, "do not put dark rings around
little
Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
ROWS
unaesthetic
and
eyes,
your
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
mounds of fat under your vest They
put color in your face and muscle on lay excepted. Second mass 8:30,
your arms and legs." A supper after sermon in English, hymns rendered
the theater, according to Doctor by the children under the direction
Hutchinson, Is just as nutritious and f the Sisters of Loretto. Third masa
often much more delightful than it is it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
before the theater.
Sacra
Benediction
of the Blessed
Meat the Main Thing, He Says.
Doctor Hutchinson is one of the ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
ing power.
most widely known of the new devel for the Insane mass every fourth
But throughout the country, and par- oped circle of specialists on the pub- Sunday by the pastor.
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A. M. Regular communication first and
third Thursday - In
each month. Visiting
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Meats first and third Tue
day evenings each month at Wooa
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordl
ally invited to attcsd. A. M. Adler
President; K. c. Wara, Secretarj

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In L. O. O. MODSE

en

MAPtn aacnnri

fourth Thursday evening eac
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsltini
brothers cordially invited. Dr. H
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. ThornMu
Secretary.

RANSFORD

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meets first and tnlrd Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.
S.

Wanted

tor.

"

F. O. E.

each month at Masonic
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. WilliamB, H P., F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
MAIN

i

H

Monday eve
in
Castli
Hall.
Visltinj
Knights ar oordi
ally invited. Chaa
Liebachner, Chaa
cellor Commanded
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
and Seal.

Reg-i'jula-

OPTIC'8 NUMBER,

NO. .

ery
ning

cents per line each Inaertloiv
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary word to s line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
r
No ad to occupy lets apace than two
conclave sec. d Tuea-daline. All advertls merits charged
in each month at Mawill be booked at spac actually set,
sonic
at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
Temple
without regard to number of words.
E.
Kinkel,
C; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
corder.
LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

LODGE

KNIGHTS OF
TH I AS Meets

brothers cordially Invited. Win. P. Mills.
W. M., IL S .Van Petten, Secretary.

LOCAL

TIME CARD

EAST BOUND

WANTED To buy good pool table,
Sunday school, : 45.
Arrive
Depart
Address D. J. Cassidy, Mora, N. M.
Morning worship with sermon at
No. 2
9:10 p. m
9:15 p. m
11 o'clock.
No. 4.... 11:05 p. m
11:05 p. m
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
Epworth League, 6:15 p. m.
No. 8.... 2:05 a. m
2:10 a. m
102 Mees every Monday night at
Evening worship with sermon at
No. 10
1:45 p. m
2:10
p. m
O.
C.
R.
Hall, on Douglas avenue,at
7:30 o'clock.
8
o'clock.
Two
are
room
furnished
RENT
FOR
Visiting
A cordial invitation is extended to
WEST BOUND
cordially welcome J. C. Wertz,
all who have no other place of wor
house, 921 Lincoln.
No. 1
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m
T.
Buhler
president; J.
secretary; No. 3
ship to attend divine services at this
6:10 a. m
6:15 a. m
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
FOR RENT Furnished four room cotchurch.
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m
tage, will take invalids. Also three
No. 9.... 6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m
rom cottage. Call 417 Eighth street MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
Septuagesima Sunday, January 19,
ATTOKNEYS
1913.
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
Holy Communion 7:30; Sun- FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
Communion
school
furon the second and fourth Fridays
and
9.45; Holy
day
housekeeping rooms, modern,
HUNKER & HUNKER
sermon 11:00. It is urged that every
nace heat. No sick. Telephone
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
H. Hunker Chester A, Hunks
George
Main 114.
communicant take advantage of thi
Stewart, Consul; G. Lacmmle, Clerk.
Attorneys-at-Laopportunity of the Holy Eucharist.
Visiting members are especially Las Vegas.
New Meitec
Please keep your communicants' regis- FURNISHED ROOMS, home comforts,
welcome and cordially invited.
ter correctly
no sickness. 803 Jackson.

For Rent

marked-Saturday-

1ENTI8TS

conversion
of St. Paul,
J. e. rosenwAld Lodge No. 541
Holy Communion 10: SO. Altar Guild
I. O. of B. B.
CLIFFORD FLEW
Meets every first
on Thursday at 4:15, with Miss Gibof the month In the vestry
Dentist, Room 3, PiOnear Bids.
Tuesday
son, 718 Seventh street. Ladies' Guild
Olive 5461
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Residence Telephone
on Tuesday at 2:30, with Mrs. E. V. FOR SALE Small
wood heating
Main 57
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Office Telephone
stoves, open coal grates, bard coal
Long, Seventh and Columbia.
Isaac AppeL
invited.
cordially
This church Is open daily for priburners, also some second hand fur
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
niture. Plaza Hotel.
vate prayer and meditation.
Crockett

For Sate

,

Building.

retary.

Office Telephone
House Telephone

Main 111

FOR SALE 30 R. C. B. Leghorn
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
Main 16C
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
cockerels good foundation stock 12
First Christian church, corner
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
R. C. R. I. Red cockerels, parent
Eighth and Main.
DR. F. R. LORD
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
' stock from prize winners of BuschSunday School 9:45 a, m.; CommunWill
associated
wltn Dr. ClltforJ
be
mem-berPioneer
building.
Visiting
mann-Pierc- e
ion and preaching service 11 a. m.
and rich. Phone Main
Indefinitely.
are cordially invited. Richard
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts will deliver
454, C. W. Wesner,
6t
PIONEER BUILDING.
Devine, G. K.; Prank An gel, P. S.
the morning ? duress. All members
Main 7
Office Telephone
are urgei to be present, and frlendf
4lfc
Main
Residence
Telephone
ZS4
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
cordt.Iiy invited.
1.
Christian Endeavor 6:40 p. m. We
Meets every Monday evening at
will join in a unioa service at the Bap
their hall on Sixth street. All visittist church in the evening.
ing brethren cordially invited to atMO
tend. J. D. Friedenstine, N. G.;
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
COMPOUND
avenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. B
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; For over three decades a favorite
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Green, Pastor.
household medicine for COUGHS,
Preaching at 11 a. ra., and 7:30 p,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
PETER P. MACKEL
m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
M. Young People's
meeting at 6:30 p.
fourth Tuesday evening of each andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
m. The public Is invited.
month Elks home on Ninth street at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
tardwood Finishing, Paper H&nfflag
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- and reliable? The Bee Hive on the
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH.
ers are cordially invited. P. D. Me carton is the mark of the genuine.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug
and Glaslng.
Refuse sustitutes.
Elroy, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConRed Cross Drug Co.
las avenue and Tenth street.
don, Secretary.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
O. G. Senaerer
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock.
Old Tows
feat Side Plaia . . .
Bible study and Sunday school ses
-Rsion at 9:45 a. m.
20c per 100 lbs.
Society of Christian Endeavor at
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
6:30 p. m.
25c per 100 lbs.
to
lbs.
Each
1,000
2,000
lbs.,
Delivery
Lock and Guncmlth
Bicycle and
The church extends a most hearty
30c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs.,' Each Delivery
General Repairing
Invitation to all )eople. Strangers
40c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs. to . 200 Ibs Each Delivery
and sojourners in the city especially nCTURE FRAMING A SPECIALTY
50c per 100 lbs.
Less
Each Delivery
50
than
lbs.
i20 Sixth St
East Las Vegas.
welcomed.
g

Business,.

FOLEY'S

TAR

HONEY

Directory

ETAIL PRICES

H. G. YOUNG

CHRISTIAN

SCIENCt
SOCIETY
Regular services every Sunday morn
Ing at 11 o'clock ant Wednesday even
Ing at 8 o'clock In O H. C. hall

SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.

star: pain ting
0.
N.

Cor

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

HERMAN

Grand Ave

429

ner Columbia and Railroad Avenue.
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m., and S p. m., bj
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
B. Y. P. TL, 3 p.m. All are welcome
to attend these services.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

&

Automobile, Carriage

3

ANT Ads
Are Best

RHICHESTER SPILLS

one-hal-

BIG SEED

DORADO

Five

FIRST M. E. CHURCH.
Corner Eighth street and National
avenue. Rev. E. C. Anderson, pas

CAR

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

RATES

RESTAURANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND RfcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

AsWngton-tTnder-Lyn-

d

LOBBY

n

Choir Loft

A meeting

ticularly in the manufacturing dis- lic health. He is a contributor to
tricts, there are a great many men, the magazines of articles dealing
who while instinctively unionist, in the with health topics.
elections since 1906. or since the idea
'Eat everything you like," Doctor
of Joseph Chamberlain became the Hutchinson told the reporter. "As
chief plank of the party, have voted for myself, I idee everything and eat
liberal because of their distrust of everything. Meat is the main thing.
certain aspects of the tariff reform We must have lots of meat. Vege
program. These men were willing to tables and fruits are balancers and
accept Mr. Balfour's promise of a ref of these balancers pie 5s the most
erendum, as they felt reasonably cer soluble and readily burnible. It fits
tain that when they asked the straight into the
of healthy eating
would vote for
perfectly.
The amusing adventures of Jacquei question the people
was the retention of free trade, especially
A Rap at Mother's Pie.
Lebaudy, who for a short time
and the effect was seen
"The only kind of pie that isn't
Known as the "Emperor of the Sa- in food stuffs,
curi-tou- s in the last general election and in sub
good Is the kind that mother used to
hara," have teen recalled by the
elections when the liberal make. Maybe
sequent
Alfred
bye
you remember that
Viscount
of
experience's
undercrust that
soggy, substantial
r.ermaln da Bxeuil. whose ambition majorities were reduced
some of melted, and yet did not melt Jn your
results
These
encouraged
and
Arabia
of
to become king
the younger unionists to declare that mouth. It was a crust whose stickiwhen they returned to power a tariff ness mother had absolutely water
a
in
The viscount met a German
would be Introduced without a refer proofed against the attacks of the
that
on
learning
Jiordeaux, cafe, who,
exendum and the effect was Immediately digestive juices. But the modern PK
the Frenchman had made several
at Bolton with its crisp, starchy crusts is en
cursions to Arabia, suggested that ht seen In the bye elections
to win but tirely different and even eggs are
unionists
which
the
hoped
with
another
undertake
should
trip
Two
In fact
tb harder the better.
the object of setting up a independent which went against them.
of pieces of pie a day are all right.
north
the
rate
or
at
any
England,
s.tars and having himself, proclaimed
"Now here Is what I would con
sovereign, he England, Scotland and unionist Ireland
. king. ""Once appointed
to
before
they
a
have
go
way
sider a good day's eating for a man:
long
was to return to France, so the story
reform
tariff
will
the
"Breakfast Bacon and eggs, or
accept
to
his
Germany.
sell
kingdom
s?o'es, and
ham and eggs, or meat hash of some
The German agreed to pay the vis in full food taxes and all.
Besides manufacturers and operat kind: fruit and milk and sugar and
count $40,oon it he succeeded, and to
Some cereal might he put
liow his earnestness of purpose ad ives of the north, there is a very cream.
strong press, including the Times, the in the cream to give it a pleasant
vanced $1,000 for expenses.
The viscount started for Arabia and very influential papers of Mancheste appearance. And tea or coffee.
manufactur"
And Pie for Dinner.
Syria, fixing his headquarters at El- Liverpool, ffeds and other
on food
towns
tariff
the
against
"MiddaylA few oysters or fish
Aioum in a country where the natives ing
ecknowledged no man's! rule. But a products. In the unionist party in the with some cold meat or an omelet,
of twelve independent House of Commons a unionist corro- a cheese preparation with bread, but
(inference
CO
the
that
calculated
ter and potatoes, fruit and pie or
has
decided
crown
to
ppondent
vis
the
tribes- finally
count as Alfred th9 First, King of the or 78 per cent of the members who cake.
"Dinner Soup as a preliminary. It
independent states of Arabia and Sy supported Walter Long for the leaderria. He then went to Cairo, where ship of the party, when Mn. Law was smells pleasant and starts the appe
the documents establishing his author selected as a compromise, cardidate, tite juices. Then some oysters, fish
favor the referendum, while the rest, or other light substance as an introity were placed in leal form.
who
supported Austin Chamberlain duction to the real meal the roast
disillusionment
and
Disappointment
were his, however, on returning to Par for the position, are fo' the whole pro beef, mutton, chicken, turkey or what
not. Fruit, vegetables and pie."
Is, for here, ins'tead of receiving the gram.
The whole makes a good election
balance of the $40,000 that was prom
DID MUCH FOR MANKIND
ised to him, he learned that his Ger cry for the liberals, who ask why the
London, Jan. IS. It will be one
man friend was in prison. The vis colonies, in whose fiscal policy the
count instituted a suit for swindling',
country has no voice, shoul d hundred years tomorrow since there
decide
the
new
hut the court decided that the
policy of the Urifed King was born in a little village In Hertfordshire a man whose life, accordcrowned king had no case and the mat- dom.
It may, too, have a distinct bearing Ing to the opinions expressed by the
ter was thrown out of court. The
on
Home Rule, when thai measure newspapers at the time or nis aeam
has not yet announced whether
eaches the House of Lords. It is said 1 5 years ago, had been more useful
ha will return to his new country.
that the Ulster peers and many of the to humanity than that of any other
never one person. The man was Sir iienry
H. E. Stoekweil, of Los Angeles, was English unionist lords, who were
Cham- Bessemer, who will be known forever
Mr.
of
supporters
energetic
very
(surprised on leaving the train in Paris
for conof the
a few weeks ago to find himself re- berlain's policy, are willing to throw as the InventorIron intoprocess
without
steel
cast
to
save
reform
over
the
tariff
union,
verting
spectfully saluted by the railroad emfuel.
of
use
to
the
whereas many others are willing
ployes and many of his fellow passenBessemer did for the steel industry
Home Rule in some form or othcarry
gers.
what Newton did for astronomy and
another
to
obtain
er,
thereby
hoping
He had always regarded the French
Mr. what Darwin did for natural science.
as a very polite people but he found election on tariff reform. Some of
The revolution in that industry folfollowers
have
Chamberlain's
already
that the policemen were the most courBessemer's discovery was
teous of them all. Whenever he pass- canvassed the possibility of letting the lowing upon
the
revolution In industry
as
as
that
Home
Rule
bill
great
pass, believing
ed one of these guardians of the peace
at large following upon the discovery
govthe
is
of
the
out
when
that
way
the man drew himself up and deliver
ernment will be willing to go to the of applied steam power.
Cd an Impressive military salute.
Before the Ressemer process came
will be cleared
This gratifying respect continued for country, and the road
into
vogue the production of steel In
their
for
hobby.
pet
a whole month, when upon having ocGreat Britain was only 50,000 tons
casion to ask the way, Mr. Stoekweil
annually, and the average price was
HOW'S THIS?
Ta
tinolied himself to a pollcenian
Re$250 a ton. In 191.1 the production in
We
One Hundred Dollars
lis astonishment he was addressed aa ward offer
the United Kingdom reached fi.500,000
that
of
Catarrh
case
for
any
"Monsieur le Prefet." A few words ol
Hall's Catarrh tons. In the same year the United
cannot
cored
be
by
explanation solved the mystery ; Mr
States produced nearly 25,000,000 tons.
Stoekweil is the living counterpart of Cure.,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. The saving to the world by the cheap
that Parisian idol M. Lepine, Prefect
We, the undersigned, have known ening of steel is estimated at $250,000,.
of Police.
f
F. J. Cheney for the past IS years, 000 a year equal to more than
and believe him perfectly honorable the world s' entire output of gold for
London, Jan. 18. The unionist par- in all business transactions and fin- the same period.
ty again finds itself at sixes and sev- ancially able to carry out any obligaens over the main plank in its plat- tions made
by his firm.
formTariff Reform or what would NATIONAL BANK OF. COMMERCE,
be known in America as tariff for revToledo, Ohio.
enue.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interWhen Lord Lansdowne, who is slatnally acting directly upon the blood
(A GARDEN MANUAL)
ed for the postilion of premier whet and mucous surfaces of the system.
unionists
the
return to power, threw Testimonials sent free, price 75 cents
the policy enunciated by
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Kio pages full of valuable information,
Arthur Balfour, when lender of the
Take Ilall'B Family Pills for
350 Illustration. Thin
manual
with
of
RtibmHUmg
the (juimlUm to u
flirty,
V'it you w;At to pliuit, when and how
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I iiiutiiit- it tariff, and du'jlured
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DELICACY YOU

of the unionist council
was hurriedly called and it was decided that Boar Law should in a speech
make an efat
trouble
by dethe
over
smooth
fort to
would not
unionists
the
that
claring
words
adopt "food taxes," or in other
.colonthe
until
stuffs
food
on
tariff
a
ies hud been consulted, and only thef
if the colonies asked that an Import
tax should be Imposed on foreign products so that their products would be
given a preference.
Instead, however, of composing the
differences Mtv Law's speech, which
was! delivered in the heart of industri
al Lancashire, and was an appeal to
that county and the industrial north
generally, stirred up a hornet's nest.
To the orthodox unionist, who always
votes forhia party, Mr. Law'B declare
tions were considered satisfactory
and they cannot be said to have been
unsatisfactory to the liberals, who he
lieve that so long as the unionists
sitck to their policy of tariff reform
the liberals are pretty sure of retain
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Monroe, Mich., Jan. 18. One hundred years ago today this place, then
called Frenchtown, was the scene of
a bloody conflict between the Americans on one Bide and a force of British and Indians on the other. The
town was in possession of the British
and was captured by the Americans
under General Winchester. Four
days later, however, the place was
by the British under General
Proctor, and General Winchester and
his force were cafitiir'l, The
conflict WHS followed by
liuiilil)
llmt li i.rio-ifeluiif liti-- r
In li)niory
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Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Crlder, Mo., had
been troubled with sick
about five years, when she began tak
ing v.namDenain s Tablets. She hat
en two bottles of thcin pud (Ut.
have cured her. Sick headache
it
caused by a disordered stomach fot
which these tablets are especially in
tended. Try them, get well j.nd
sla;
II.
Sulr; by all
V

If 'ur children are
uol'.s at croup, waioh
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Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell la WORTH MOST to someone
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear or
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana rw ads. in this newspaper want (and
machinery

are anxious to pay caah for) booiis, automobiles, used
and furniture, article of uef ulness of any sort, and
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.
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The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure'sflagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by darner and the periodical by mail, for $7.50

per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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LOCAL NEWS

I7e Set the Pace

To Your Interest to

Pay Cash and Pay Less

y

And Trade at Store of

Ve-fea-

ke Davis
The Cash Grocer
We have a fine line of Fresh Fruits
and Green Vegetables. Order early before the
assortment is broken.
N. B.

lib

Word was received in Las Vegas to
day that Miss Delia Mclntyre, who
on Thursday was operated upon for

appendictis, lo recovering from the ef
fects of the operation.

.iii,,.

EATING APPLES
sTblTFoF
Wlnefaps

Roman Beauties

GOOD COOKING APPLES

LOCAL AGENT FOR THE WELLS
FARGO EXPRESS
APPOINTED
TO DENVER POSITION

B4R1M

From 3 to 5 cts. Per lb.
Fancy Navel Oranges

GARMENT STRIKE lilAY

Gatlin-Hoppe-

25C

Jonathans

BETTER JOB

Mrs. Gertrude Abeytia, wife of the
Bert W. Kelly, who has been the
cook at the Adelaido Gonzales cafe local
agent for the Wells Fargo ani
on Bridge street, is reported as re
Company express for the past two
covering nicely from an operation per years, received word
today from the
formed several days ago.
company's headquarters in Denver of
his appointment as Wells Fargo depot
s
Mrs.
of Gatlin insti
in that city. This appointment
agent
tute, Trinidad, Colorado, is in town
for a few days only. Any one inter comes as a complete surprise to Air.
ested In cure telephone Main 384 or Kelly and his many friends will be
glad to learn of his promotion. Mr.
Hotel La Pension. Adv.
Kelly will leave for Denver tomorow
on Santa Fe train No. 10 and on his
The funeral services of Mrs. Mercy
Newton Wood will be held tomorrow arrival at that city will Immediatelj
afternoon at 2 o'clock from the family take up the duties of his new position.
Mrs. Kelly will' go to Denver in a shout
residence on Eleventh street
Rev,
Norman Skinner will officiate. Inter time.
ment win oe in tne Masonic ceme
tery.
FATHER

VERY FANCY

Fancy Florida Grape
Fruit

A CADILLAC

j

J. Howard Barnes, manager of the
TO PLAY SANTA FE
Plaza hotel, has receovered from his
Light automobile lamps at 5:57 recent illness and is able to be about
TEAM OF
(he hotel office.
GIRLS' BASKETBALL
o'clock this evening.
THE ANCIENT CITY TO BE
The body of Mrs. Linnie Smith, wife
HERE NEXT FRIDAY.
Chief of Police Ben Coles has re
covered from his recent illness and of Robert L. Smith, who died yester
Next Friday evening, January 24,
was on duty today.
day afternoon at the Las Vegas hos
pital, will be sent tonight to Harvey the Santa Fe high. school girls"
team and the Las Vegas nigh
E. S. Showalter, who is a clerk iu ville, Kan., where the funeral will be
the East Las Vegas postofflce, is tak- htld and where interment will occur. school gir'a' team will play the first
basketball game of the season in the
ing his annual leave of absence.
On Monday evening at 7:30 at the armory. Professor Rufus Mead has
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Odd Fellows hall on Sixth street there completed all arrangements for the
in the wood. Direct from distillery to will be a jcint installation of officers game, which will probably be thj
of the local order of Odd Fellows and only inter-citbasketball game here
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
the Degree of Rebecca. All visiting this season.
s brothers
At a recent meeting of the Las
and sisters are cordially Ini'oth teams have Ijuu jutting up
Medical society Dr C. S. Losey vited to attend and all members ol. an excellent exhibition e: basketball
was elected president and Dr. W. E. both orders residing in Las Vegas are in practice and the fans here w:li
have an opportunity of witnessing an
urged to be present.
Kaser, secretary.
interesting game. As a preliminary
to the big game of the evening the
Dr. F H. H. Roberts, president of
the Normal University, will speak at KELLY GETS A
eighth grade team of the High school
will play the eighth grade team of
the services at the Christian Taber
cacie tomorrow morning.
the Normal.

PRICE

AND NAME THE

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

WILL

SPREAD

DESK TABLE
an ingenious combination

S

of a table and a desk.

With

the drawer closed a well proporBeautiful Genuine Quarfer Oak
tioned table is shown. By exOnly $12.00
tending the drawer a writin?
desk is formed with
ink well and pen tray. Nothing
on the table need be disturbed.
Underneath Uhe writing desk lid
is a compartment for stationary and letters.
No. 268

non-spillab-

250

Over

In Constant Use

SEE OUR. COMPLETE LINE

J.C. JOHN5EN & SON
LOCAL AGENTS

TO CHICAGO

NEW YORK UNION MEN
SAY
GOTHAM WORK IS BEING
SENT TO WINDY CITY.
Chicago, Jan. 18. Forty thousand
Chicago garment workers may
bt
called on to strike next week in sympathy with New York Btrikers, because officials of the United Garment-Workerare said tq, have discovered
that eastern manufacturers are sending orders here to be filled.
The union men assert that unless
this practice is stopped a general
strike will be ordered in all shops
controlled by the Employers' associ- -

atoin, directions to that effect having
been received from T. A. Rlckert,
president of the United Garment
Workers, who is in charge of the
New York strike.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasitant Cashier.

B. D.

Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

ieap year may or may not have
Capital,
Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
been the cause, but In 1912 there
TALK ABOUT ALASKA
were 25 more marriage licenses isWomen Assault Police.
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acsued at the court house than in 1911.
New York, Jan. 18. With hat pins
In 1912 the number of licenses issued MISSIONARY PRIEST TO DELIVER
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
and umbrellas, several hundred wowas 259, while in 19H the number
LECTURE AT DUNCAN OPERA
men fought the police today in one
was 234.
HOUSE FEBRUARY 2
of the fiercest riots since the beginInterest
on Time Deposits
ning of the garment workers' strike.
On
Sunday February 2, Rev. Father A policeman who tried to
Judge David J. Leahy yesterday
protect
overruled the demurrer filed by the Francis Barnum, S. J., will give an in strike breakers
was badly beaten.
sovereign grand lodge of the Woodmen teresting lecture on "Life in Alaska."
The policeman ) arrested one woman
of the World in the suit of the Mon The lecture-.wil- l
be given in the Dun- but had to summon 12
more blue-coat-s
tezuma camp of the order against the can opera house and will be for the
before he could get his prisonsovereign lodge. The court order benefit of the Christian Brothers' er to the station house. Five women
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOH
gives the defendant 20 days In which school
were arrested in another riot which
to file an answer to the
The address will treat of Father
complaint.
started when the women assaulted a
The suit is an action by the subor
experiences among the natives truck driver
delivering matresses
dinate lodge to recover $1,000, the of the far with. It will describe the for the use of the
strike breakers.
amount of an Insurance policy held by life and customs of the Eskimo and
A Few Strik&rs Return to Work.
the late T. W. Harrison, a member of the excitement following the discovThe strike of dress and shirt waist
the Montezuma camp.
ery of gold in Klondyke and Noma. makers, one of several trades involv
Father Barium spent eight years in ed in the
garment workers' walkout,
The Santa Fe Maeazinn for Janu Alaska, During his sojourn there he was settled at noon
today and most
ary, 1913, just out. Is as attractive a traversed the entire country from Dix of the 27,000 workers will return to
number as has ever been published. on's Entrance to Point Barrow.
the shops next Monday. The diffiFather Barniim, who is here recu culty had threatened a serious shortIt contains many Interesting articles
and excellent illustrations.
Com- peratlng his health after long years age In the supply of
spring garments.
mencing with this issue the name of of missionary service in the priest The terms of the agreement include
the magazine has been changed' from hood, is said to be an eloquent speak a
general increase in wages, shorter
The Santa Fe Employes Magazine to er. Those who hear his lecture are hours and a
permanent system of
The Santa Fe Magazine and this title sure to be, delighted wtih it At the
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
will cover a much larger field than same time they will assist a worthy
Those terms did not satisfy some
show you.
,
did the former. The cover of the cause. The lecture will occur at
of the workers, however, and a big
half-tonin
e
o'clock
the
an
is
excellent
evening.
magazine
meeting called to ratify the agreepictire of the balanced rock In the
& Machine
Las Vegas
Co
ment, broke up in confusion. When
Garden of the Gods with the magazine
name and month artistically worked I
I
Whalen, & Fowler Props
Phjne Main 344.
LABOR WOHLD NOTES.
Into the picture. Las Vegas Is well
I
In
the
represented
"Among Our
selves" departmeat. Secretary LjNoir
of the Y. M. C. A., who is special
In New York city meat cutters
correspondent for the magazln?, hav have gained ;he nine-hou- r
day.
ing contributed freely in this Issue.
Edmonton, Alia., trades and labor
council has decided to erect a labor
THERE 18 NO LIE ON THE LABEL
temple.
It is claimed that 50 uer cent ot
"If We Do It, It's Rijht"
the masons and bricklayers in Italy
To all who wish to
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN
are out of work.
The strike of the Grand Trunk Paadvantage of the
cific machinists, in progress about a
year, has been settled.
The San Francisco Typographical
Is Knocking at Your
Union has a membership exceeding
one thousand.
Massachusetts contains
sixteen
V
.;
, ,
thousand union carpenters.
"TffE KIND THAT IS UT
The American federation of Musicians now has C22 local unions, 25
advertished by
of which are in Canada. The memRing up or drop a postal to
Las Vegas Steam Laundry to
competitors. We are
bership Is now 80,000.
come and take your family
City firemen at Boston plan the
ready to take your or
formation of a uniou within the Boswashing.
ton fire department and its affiliaAfter you have convinced
ders and will meet all
tion with the American Federation of
yourself that we do the work
Labor.
better, at less cost and do not
if you
prices
give the clothes near the wear
Employes of the packing Industry
in Chicago work 10, 12 and 14 hours
they receive at home, you will
Yours
not hesitate to give us the
Quality
a day, and the average wage at the
work.
a
week.
is
$7
less
than
Stockyards
Service
and
The Japanese postofflce departNEW SUBMARINE SINKS.
ment has to employ many small sal
the strikers learned that the advance
aried officials In the handling of mail,
Long lieach, Cal., Jan. 18. Shifting
in wage; amounted to a maximum of
10 per cent,
Most of
many declared thev ballast caused a new type of submariii)oyen
would not return to work and rushed rine boat, built by a Los Angeles
limn 20 yen ($10) a rnoitlli.
California hun un (iplfiw lia
from the lifill while the leadnrw jdead-t- concern, to fill and sink todny, wln-r- i
it was launched for trial. Tbs ve: (: I
with them to
Tit") MnitMit winners' trln prop. Ix 70
long; and twX fH,00'i,
lniiliil ) ,v, ,i Uv il) en in "iii con ft
ii

$,000

Paid

J. H. Stearns
GR.OCER.

Bar-num- 's

Tiie Home of

fbeCestof Everylhlog Eatable

FOR. CAS
For one week only commencing January 18 and
ending January 24 we will sell our Absolutely
Pure Cactus Brand Lard
Large Pails
Medium Pails .....

$1.10
.1

Autoniele

60c
40c

Small Pails
"V

AT THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

CO. STORE

their homes in the vicinity of Ashby-ber?- ,
Ky., by floods at the juncture of
the Pond and Greene rivers, now art
GAMBLING RESORT marooned on a hill near the town,
according td an appeal for aid, receiv-eby Governor McCreary yesterday.
NEW YORK DETECTIVES RAID A; The goverror has ordered tents and
blankets sent to the refugees and inFASHIONABLE PLACE WHERE
structed the adjutaqt general in the
STAKES ARE HIGH.'
department to make an investigation.
New York, Jan. 18. Fifteen women
aud seven men in evening dress were
SEATTLE SEES SUNSHINE
caught at a poker game for high
Seattle, Jan. 18. Puget sound, afstakes in a police raid upon a fashter weeks of stormy weather, Is enionable uptown apartment early tojoying a glimpse of the sun today
identiwhose
detectives
Two
day.
and train service in the Cascades is
ties were unknown to the party,
not interrupted. Trains from Portto
partichad been carelessly invited
land
are marked seven hours late, a
ipate In the game and they gave asig-na- l
wreck at Castle Rock, in
freight
wavfor the police to hreak In by
which 12 cars were thrown into the
or
the
one
handkerchief
from
a
ing
Cowlitz river and much damage done
windows.
to the track, being the cause of the
when
women
fainted
Some of the
delay.
placed1 under arrest and pleaded:
"Don't let our husbands know." The
BRENNAN WILL "UMP."
furnisliint's of the place were very
fit. 1'fliil, Jan. 18. William Hrennnn
laboratfi. Detectives say Jne of the
V.&UHB
tolj pf having hmt f1,4ti( at, today signed and tnallrd to President
Lj'ix'b of (bo National JiRHthnll lea-bilif j:ttinc,
contract for 1913 68 umpire,
..
Jt ! iiitfrM'),1 hers tliitt t!i
rxooo. AUtr 8'jriE fiSNO
V.f. Jan. IH A ri'f aI ii'.'i':(, J.foVlJi- fn( Hit in'iMhv ut
it
fx.m 000 K'lf fit .Miftli'i tsuUff Hrl yn.r,
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